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Making the Future
Possible Now
The world continues advancing and requires lighter and
stronger structures. Hexcel is creating the materials that
make a cleaner, more efﬁcient, more powerful world possible
through electric cars, sustainable energy, 3D printing, space
travel, and better aircraft, to name a few. Hexcel continues to push
the boundaries of what is achievable. We are the market’s most
integrated composite solutions provider offering carbon ﬁber, fabrics,
resin formulation, thermosetting prepregs, out-of-autoclave processing
solutions, adhesives, pultruded components, molding materials,
additive manufacturing, composite tooling, honeycomb and machined core.
Learn more by visiting us online at www.hexcel.com or at
CAMX in Dallas, TX, Oct. 16-18 in booth #Y13

FROM THE EDITOR

» It’s mid-August as I write this and throughout the United States

students are either heading back to school, or preparing to do
so. Indeed, just three days ago my oldest son packed his belongings into his car and departed for two years of graduate school in
Los Angeles. Similarly, tomorrow my wife and I will pack up my
youngest son and his belongings and deliver him to his dorm room
and his first year of college. Finally, just more than a month ago,
my second son, who graduated from college in May, landed his
first full-time, salaried job and is
busy learning what it means to
There’s knowledge,
be a fully functional adult.
and then there’s
My wife and I, of course, are
among millions of parents going
experiential
through the same or similar separaknowledge.
tions this month. We follow millions
of parents who have preceded us, and
behind us is another generation of parents who can only imagine
(dread) such a day. Regardless of where you fall on the parenthood
timeline, one of the biggest, universal, unwritten goals of the job is
the development of children who are emotionally and intellectually
equipped to leave home and enter the world — to pursue education, knowledge, career, identity, fame, fortune, etc.
As I watch my own children enter the workforce and pursue
various levels of higher learning, I can’t help but consider the
education/experience dichotomy they face — that each of us has
faced at one point. The dichotomy is this: Imparting knowledge, in
whatever setting, always has been and remains a valuable instrument of societal evolution and advancement. We rely on our
educational institutions to pack our kids’ brains with the stuff they
need to pursue a career or interest, whether that be engineering,
medicine, law, business or composites. We also rely on our educational institutions to instill in our kids the ability to develop habits
of ongoing learning that allows them to grow and adapt as the
work world grows and adapts.
But no matter how many classes and courses our kids take, and
no matter how much they read and understand, they cannot be
fully educated without experience. We have no way of fully transferring experience. We cannot pack years of trial, error, false starts,
failure, success, experimentation, joy and dejection into a college
course. This experiential knowledge only comes with actually
putting in the time — a lot of time.
4
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This hit me particularly hard in July at the Institute for Advanced
Composites Manufacturing Innovation (IACMI) summer meeting in
Knoxville, TN, US. At a reception one night, the IACMI staff gathered
the 40+ college interns who were spending the summer at various
IACMI member companies together for a photo. I had talked to a
few of these students earlier in the evening and I found them eager,
smart and curious.
As I watched them pose for the photographer, I thought also
about the other people at that reception — the “veteran” engineers
and officials representing almost every ilk of the composites supply
chain, from materials manufacturers to fabricators to OEMs. The
collective experience of this group — spanning decades — represents an accumulated composites history that is likely without rival
anywhere in the world. How wonderful would it be, I thought, if you
could transfer the experiential knowledge of composites veterans
into these young minds before me, just entering the composites
industry.
This is, of course, a conundrum faced by every human-based
organization ever created, and we are not helpless to solve it — there
are ways to close the experience gap. We can pair young employees
with mentors, or carefully document events and systems to create an
easily referenced history. Such things, however, require a foresight
and investment of treasure that most companies and organizations
simply cannot muster.
The ultimate solution to this problem might come in the form of
machine learning, but until that comes to fruition, I suspect we are
left with the age-old method of simply putting in the time and the
work. Which is not such a bad thing. There is a rewarding sense of
exploration and discovery that comes with experiential learning that
can give our work meaning. In that spirit, I certainly hope my own
children discover for themselves an experience that lasts a lifetime.

JEFF SLOAN — Editor-In- Chief
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PERSPECTIVES & PROVOCATIONS

Personal air mobility: Will this dream really fly?
» At this summer’s Farnborough Air Show, Rolls Royce unveiled

a concept vertical-takeoff-and-landing (VTOL) aircraft with six
electrically powered propellers for applications including personal
and public transportation. Seating four or five passengers and
with top speeds of approximately 400 kph, the aircraft has onboard
battery storage, which is charged by Rolls’ venerated M250 gas
turbine engine, making it an electric hybrid. The wings rotate 90°
to enable both vertical takeoff/landing and horizontal flight.
The same week, Aston Martin announced an autonomous,
three-passenger VTOL hybrid electric concept vehicle, tabbed the
Volante Vision Concept, presumably aimed to serve the luxury
personal
transportation market.
The vision is to relieve
Both
Rolls Royce
ground-based commuter
and Aston Martin
congestion with airborne
project that these
commuting.
vehicles could be
ready for sale by the
early- to mid-2020s,
citing increasing vehicle congestion in major cities and value in
reducing commuting times.
Rolls Royce and Aston Martin join a lengthy list of companies in
pursuit of the dream of the “flying car,” or what is now being called
“personal air mobility.” Going back to “The Jetsons” cartoons of
the 1960s and the 1985 movie, “Back to the Future,” flying cars have
remained more in the realm of science fiction than science reality.
Until now, it seems.
Personal air mobility, of course, has existed since the invention
of the airplane, unless you go back to hot-air balloons. At its peak
in 1978, the general aviation segment produced almost 18,000
general aircraft in the US alone. This market, however, fell precipitously in 1983 and has remained low ever since. In 2016, global
shipments totaled 2,262 aircraft, according to the General Aviation
Manufacturers Assn. (Washington, DC, US), and this included
small personal aircraft and executive jets. While several flying cars,
notably the Terrafugia (Woburn, MA, US) Transition and the Aeromobil (Bratislava, Slovakia) 4.0, have announced delivery dates
in 2019 and 2020, respectively, they share the same limitations as
their winged predecessors — they need a runway – or at least a
lengthy stretch of open road — on which to take off and land. This
severely limits their practicality.
The recent concepts announced at Farnborough, on the other
hand, and those previously promoted by Airbus, Joby Aviation,
Volocopter, and Google founder Larry Page’s Kitty Hawk, among
others, aren’t so limited. Based on VTOL technology, with many
operating in tiltrotor fashion, and thus able to transition from
vertical to forward thrust for flight and vice versa for landing, they
open the landscape for take off and landing on a much smaller
6
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footprint, akin to that required by helicopters.
The vision, then, is to relieve ground-based commuter congestion
with airborne commuting in large metro areas. Much like taxis or
ride-sharing services operate today, and at similar costs, these new
takes on personal air mobility could easily operate from the tops of
buildings or parking structures. Unlike today’s helicopters, with a
single propeller and a tail rotor, these concept craft feature four to 12
propellers, most energized by electric motors. Although some will be
combustion engine/battery hybrids, a number will be battery only,
with charging stations at each end of a route.
Despite the enthusiasm, major questions loom: Is there a viable
commercial need for these vehicles? Will the US Federal Aviation
Admin. (FAA, Washington, DC, US) permit their operation and, if
so, how will they be certified? Will they only be able to operate in
weather-friendly climates? Will the costs be prohibitive and limit the
market only to the well-heeled?
Uber (San Francisco, CA, US) has done extensive studies of the
vision’s viability and plans trials in 2020 in several cities, including
Dallas and Los Angeles. It is working closely with the FAA on how
such aircraft would operate in cities. In terms of cost, at low volumes
(100/yr), the estimate is US$1.2 million per vehicle, with batteries at
US$400/kWh. At intermediate volumes (500/yr), vehicle cost drops
to US$600,000, with batteries at US$200/kWh. At rates closer to
today’s low-volume automobiles, vehicle price drops to $200,000 and
battery technology falls to the $100/kWh range.
Should this commuting transformation happen, composites are
sure to play a major role, due to their lightweighting potential in
battery-laden air vehicles. Most platforms now in design or prototype stage make extensive use of carbon fiber structures to achieve
strength and aesthetics. Propellers, seats and other components are
excellent candidates for composites. If volumes truly hit 5,000 or more
per year, high speed, lower cost (compared to autoclave) techniques
such as RTM and compression molding are sure to be employed.
Will we see widespread, air-based ride-sharing services happen?
Or will vehicles and services be limited to the luxury market? I’m
hoping we can make the first option a reality, but we must overcome
some big hurdles along the way.

Dale Brosius is the chief commercialization officer for the
Institute for Advanced Composites Manufacturing Innovation
(IACMI), a DOE-sponsored public-private partnership targeting
high-volume applications of composites in energy-related
industries including vehicles and wind. He is also head of his
own consulting company, which serves clients in the global composites industry.
His career has included positions at US-based firms Dow Chemical Co. (Midland,
MI), Fiberite (Tempe, AZ) and successor Cytec Industries Inc. (Woodland Park,
NJ), and Bankstown Airport, NSW, Australia-based Quickstep Holdings. He served
as chair of the Society of Plastics Engineers Composites and Thermoset Divisions.
Brosius has a BS in chemical engineering from Texas A&M University and an MBA.
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DESIGN & TESTING

Overcoming barriers to adoption
of structural autocomposites
» Effective use of fiber-reinforced

polymer (FRP) composites in structural
automotive applications offers enormous
potential for cost savings, mass reduction
and improvement in part performance.
Although much attention has been focused
on material costs and development of
high-rate, automated manufacturing
processes, production of a viable product
depends on the ability to design and
simulate the structures for these exciting
new FRP applications.

Enabling cost-effective
development

FIG. 1

Modular material data card development pyramid.

Design and simulation programs rely
on representative material characteristic data to generate capable solutions.
This comprehensive data set is fed into
the engineers’ design software via the
“material card.” To achieve an acceptable level of modeling predictability, the
amount and fidelity of the material card’s
data must be in line with the level of
complexity of each design exercise.
Without valid material card data, a
given material/process combination
cannot be modeled and, therefore, parts/
systems cannot be designed that incorporate those materials and processes.
Many test standards exist to characterize a given material’s performance in tensile, compressive,
shear and bending modes (e.g., ASTM/DIN/ISO/EN protocols).
Selecting, conducting and interpreting results from these standard
test methods to generate consistent and usable data for FRP applications has been a challenge for the automotive industry. A big
reason is that automotive materials suppliers are often focused
only on Tech Data sheets and are insensitive to the importance
of material data cards. Tier suppliers who do initiate their development tend not to share test results. The result is a lack of sufficiently broadly applicable standardized material card data for
automotive applications, which presents barriers to adoption of
FRP composites at the OEM level.
This issue prompted Forward Engineering, together with
industry partners Hexion (Columbus, OH, US) and Zoltek (St.
Louis, MO, US), to initiate a program to organize testing procedures
and develop a set of best practices and methodology for translating
test results into material card formats that are compatible with
8
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FIG. 2

The additional fidelity
provided by Module 2b
supports accurate
modeling of larger, more
complex subsystems,
such as front-end
modules or crush zones.
The improved correlation
between sample testing
and modeling results can
be seen in this graph.

commercially available simulation solver programs.
Since the launch of this program in 2017, participants have been
able to accelerate their FRP part development, reducing program
costs as well as providing visibility to material testing budget
and timing requirements for the evaluation of new materials and
processes.

Modular testing program
The team’s objective was to develop a flexible platform that was
cost-effective and scalable. Thus, the new testing program was
structured to be modular (Fig. 1). The modules required to support
each application’s design program are dictated by where a given
material will be employed on the vehicle and by what job(s) the
material needs to perform (e.g., it might need to provide the
part’s dynamic stiffness or absorb crash energy during a frontend impact). In some cases, a proxy material (that is, a material
that, depending on the application, could deliver a reasonable

CompositesWorld
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DESIGN & TESTING

FIG. 3

Module 3b – Axial Crush testing is focused
on emulating crash structure performance
often seen in high-speed vehicle crash
testing. Module 2a and 2b are not sufficient
to model this behavior.

approximation of the expected properties desired in the target
material) is available for development of preliminary design
concepts, allowing specific material testing to be conducted in
parallel and reducing the overall product development schedule.
The modules are organized in three levels, each building on the
others. As a product development program advances and higher
resolution in the design performance evaluation is required,
subsequent modules can be added to increase the fidelity of the
results, with a corresponding increase in modeling predictability.

Three levels of testing
At the base of the program, the Module 1a package provides basic
material card information required for modeling simulation up
to first failure of the material. For the most basic applications,
where stiffness and dynamic loading before failure are the design
constraints, and the component or system is not factored into
the overall vehicle crash performance, the data from Module 1a
is sufficient. In addition to stiffness and strength-related design
challenges, data from Module 1a Material Card testing is used for
noise, vibration, harshness (NVH) simulation (modal analysis) and
vehicle dynamics simulation.
Module 1b, Crush Screening, is a series of tests designed to

10
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provide a quick assessment of crash energy performance. For those
materials where post-failure crash performance is important, a
relatively quick and cost-effective Crush Screening evaluation can
be performed to evaluate combinations of materials (resins, fibers,
additives) to assess their relative crash energy behavior.
For applications where understanding post-first failure crash
performance behavior is required, it will be necessary to advance
to Modules 2a and 2b. These modules focus on the material
behavior after the first failure, when cracks begin to form and propagate through the material with increasing load and deformation.
The level of fidelity derived from Module 2a testing will support
initial structural component level crash modeling. To achieve
a more accurate picture of the post-failure energy absorption
behavior, Module 2b, a part-level hardware test of more complex
three-dimensional components, is required.
The additional fidelity provided by Module 2b results supports
accurate modeling of larger, more complex subsystems (e.g., frontend modules/crush zones). The improved correlation between
sample testing and modeling results can be seen in the graph in
Fig. 2, p. 8. With each module that is performed, a considerable
increase in simulation forecast quality is observed.
Module 3a – Strain Rate Dependent Material Testing adds

CompositesWorld
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DESIGN & TESTING

another level of detail to the already high fidelity of material data
from Modules 1 and 2. Given that the anisotropic nature of FRP
also applies to strain rate, advanced post-failure testing must
employ strain rate-specific test setups, such as drop tower and Split
Hopkinson Bar. The key item for Module 3a is the solver-specific
result evaluation and material card enrichment. Both material
model setup and hardware testing happen in close collaboration to
ensure simulation prediction quality.
Module 3b – Axial Crush testing is focused on emulating crash
structure performance often seen in high-speed vehicle crash
testing (Fig. 3, p. 10). Module 2a and 2b are not sufficient to model
this behavior. Therefore, Module 3 comprises additional droptower tests to specifically recognize the energy dissipation capabilities of the material through crushing. Although the crush
screening (Module 1b) describes the general suitability of the
material, Module 3b captures the material behavior at energy
levels common to full vehicle crash, and, depending on application, even realistic levels of strain rate.

support from industry leaders Zoltek and Hexion, is providing a
roadmap for engineers and program managers to guide new product
development, overcoming the barriers to adoption of new FRP
composites by the automotive industry. The program will continue
to grow with the testing of new materials (resins, fibers, cores, adhesives/joining solutions, etc.) and manufacturing processes, and
this will expand the toolkit available to designers and developers of
structural FRP solutions for the automotive industry.

ABOUT THE AUTHORS
Adam Halsband is the NA market manager for Forward
Engineering, a global design and engineering firm based in
Munich, Germany, which specializes in enabling cost-effective
inclusion of fiber-reinforced composites in serial massproduced automotive structures. From concept development
through serial production validation, the company supports automotive industry
stakeholders to accelerate the development and commercialization of mixedmaterial lightweight solutions.
Johannes Klug is a senior development engineer with Forward
Engineering. He is the lead engineer within the company,
and manages the development and implementation of its
Modular Material Card Program. In his capacity as one of
Forward Engineering’s subject matter experts, he interfaces
between the design team and partner companies to drive the
continuous improvement of the program and the expansion of
the Material Card Database.

Standardized material characterization testing
program update
The development of a comprehensive, flexible, modular material
card development program for automotive industry FRP applications, which otherwise would not have been possible without the
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GARDNER BUSINESS INDEX: COMPOSITES FABRICATING

Composites Index trending lower
but still in growth mode
July 2018 – 56.6

» The GBI: Composites Fabricating Index registered 56.6 in July, indicating that the compos-

ites industry is experiencing modestly slower growth as compared to the first quarter of 2018.
July’s result, however, is not only higher than the average growth rate experienced during
the whole of 2017, but is also 7.5% higher than during the same month one year earlier. The
Gardner Intelligence team’s review of the underlying data for the month indicates that the
Index was pulled higher by Production, Supplier Deliveries and Backlogs. The Index — an
averages-based calculation — was pulled lower by Employment, New Orders and Exports. For a
second month in a row, composites fabricators reported a contraction in export levels.
Converting each of the six Index subcomponents into three-month moving averages illustrates one commonality across all of the indicators, which is that growth appears to be decelerating as we move into the third quarter of 2018. This slowdown contrasts with the fast expansion measured by each of the metrics during the early months of 2018. However, some results
require analysis within a larger context. Gardner Intelligence believes this is certainly the case
with the Employment sub-index. As recorded in July, this component of the Composites Fabricating Index could have moved lower not because demand by fabricators for labor was slowing,
but because of the significant shortage of available labor. Fabricators were not able to hire
the number of people they would have desired, and this lack of available new hires may have
resulted in the lower Employment readings.

GBI: Composites Fabricating

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Michael Guckes is the chief
economist for Gardner
Intelligence, a division of
Gardner Business Media
(Cincinnati, OH US). He
has performed economic analysis, modeling
and forecasting work for nearly 20 years in a
wide range of industries. Guckes received his
BA in political science and economics from
Kenyon College and his MBA from Ohio State
University. mguckes@gardnerweb.com

The Composites
Fabricating Index moved
slightly higher in July
Supplier Deliveries and a surprisingly
expansionary Production reading sustained
the Index’s strong performance during the
month.

GBI: Composites Fabricating — New Orders and Production
(3-month moving average)

New Orders
Production

New Orders and
Production Growth
readings trend lower
After establishing new highs in the
first quarter of 2018, recent readings of
Production and New Orders indicated
slowing expansion. Concurrently, the
monthly readings for Supplier Deliveries
have been moving higher since the early
second quarter of 2018 through the month
of July.

PRESENTED BY

Stay ahead of the curve with Gardner Intelligence.
Visit the blog at gardnerintelligence.com or e-mail mguckes@gardnerweb.com
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As the global leader in
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materials, Renegade Materials
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prepregs and adhesives for use in extreme
environments up to 700°F continuous.
Renegade Material’s Polyimide (RM-1100, AFR-PE-4, and
MVK-14M) and Bismaleimide (RM-3002) prepreg systems
as well as Bismaleimide RTM Resin (RM-3000) are now
qualified to most engine OEM specifications. Our out-ofautoclave cure BMI (RM-3004) offers great performance
without the added costs of autoclave processing. All
materials are non-MDA and available for export.
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INNOVATIONS THAT TAKE THE HEAT.

TRENDS
CW Talks with composites industry mergers-and-acquisitions specialist Michael Del
Pero, looks at flax-fiber/TPC moldings that mimic fine hardwood, and peeks behind
the scenes at the marine Skiff Challenge.

Q&A: Michael Del Pero, managing director, FocalPoint Partners
Editor’s note: The highly dynamic nature of the composites industry makes it a strong
target for mergers and acquisitions (M&A) activity on the part of a variety of companies
and investors eager to be a part of this industry’s growth. Further, the past few years have
seen several very significant acquisitions by larger industry players looking to shore up
material and technical capacity (e.g., Tokyo, Japan-based Toray Industries’ acquisition of
TenCate Advanced Composites, Nijverdal, The Netherlands). Michael Del Pero, managing
partner at investment banking advisory firm FocalPoint Partners (Los Angeles, CA, US),
has worked for several years in the composites industry M&A space and recently shared
with CW Talks: The Composites Podcast his assessment of the composites investment
market. CW’s conversation with Del Pero is excerpted here. Visit iTunes, Google Play or
compositesworld.com/podcast for the full CW Talks interview.

CW: The composites industry is relatively young and growing quickly, but it’s also highly technical. As someone who
bridges the gap between those inside and outside the
industry, what are your observations of the industry?
MDP: The composites industry has been around for 50
years — and I am sure there are people who would argue it’s
been longer or shorter than that — but it’s really been more
in the last 5 to 15 years that a lot of the materials and a lot of
the technologies and a lot of the landscape has really developed and evolved. So it’s been a little bit of a shorter period
of time. ... and a lot of the problems [companies] are trying
to solve for are fairly bespoke, or there’s a lot of “secret
sauce” that goes into competitively differentiating one business from the next. That secrecy or that protection of what’s
going on behind the curtain has been very beneficial to a
lot of players ... but I think a lot of the “bespokeness” of the
industry has translated into a little bit of an insular attitude
in some regards. And that’s made it tough for some of the
more institutional coverage efforts [to get involved]. ... I don’t
mean that to sound derogatory. Like I said, the industry’s
greatest benefit is perhaps one of its areas for development
and further growth. Ultimately what you have is a lot of very
smart technical people in this industry, running businesses
and owning businesses, but kind of figuring out the business
of business on their own as they go, and they don’t have
some of the same tools and resources that might be available to other peers in other industries.
CW: How does this play out in the composites industry?
MDP: To give an example ... if you have, call him Joe
Composite, and he’s built a great technology and he’s built
it up to a fairly sizable scale and it’s now starting to attract
some interest from potential partners, would-be investors,
potential acquirers, and he’s typically got that insular mentality because where he’s gotten with his business and his lifecycle has focused on protecting that intellectual property or
16
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whatever that secret sauce is. ... He may be thinking that the
time is right to consider some sort of alternative, whether
that’s selling the business, taking on capital or a growth
partner that will help him get to that next level ... there’s
less of a tendency to engage outside help to go make that
happen. So then what happens is you’ve got the guy down
the street or maybe it’s one of the big guys that they’ve
been able to shoot breeze with at events over the years,
and there’s a level of familiarity there to work together and
a deal ends up happening. ... But if you compare the average deal, in any industry, without some sort of advisor or
some sort of third-party input, versus one that gets done
with that advisory assistance, there’s a pretty notable difference in terms of valuation, terms of the deal, outputs and
capability of the individuals moving forward.
CW: How do you compare the M&A strategies of
composites material suppliers vs. fabricators and parts
manufacturers?
MDP: If you look at, call it the fabricators, the people
making stuff. When a business like that gets acquired, it’s
usually being done for reasons of scalability or it adds a
capability or is accretive in some sort of financial way. So
you usually find businesses on the fabrication side that
are acquired tend to be a little more established, mature —
have been around for some period of time. And then you
look at the material supplier and the materials technology
side of the equation and the people acquiring those businesses are typically more interested in gaining technological differentiation through acquisition. That allows them
to look at a slightly different universe of potential targets.
Ultimately their goal is to be in a position to offer more of
the value chain to their end customer. So they can take an
earlier stage or smaller business that’s got a great technology, or some established differentiation through IP.

CompositesWorld
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CW: What is your assessment of current M&A
activity in the composites industry? How has the
last year looked? How does the future look?
MDP: Some of the same themes from an endmarket standpoint continue to be there. There’s
an ever-increasing need for light weight and fuel
efficiency, which drives a lot of the production
efforts in strategic initiatives at some of the big
OEMs, whether that’s automotive or aerospace or
something else. ... As it relates to what we’re seeing
from an activity standpoint, this market is as hot
as people in my industry have ever seen, and that’s
specific within composites and advanced materials,
but it’s specific to the broader market. I think that
we, on the advisory side, look at it and say, “Gosh,
we have been in an up-cycle market going on nine
years. It’s been wonderful and we’re working our
tails off. But at some point it’s going to have to cool
off, or start going in the other direction.” I don’t think
any of us has that crystal ball to say when ... but,
what we can see is that the valuations have climbed
and climbed and climbed to a bit of a plateau over
the last 18 months. It does feel like we’re at the top.
... I think the takeaway is that if you’re thinking of
doing anything in the next few years, it’s probably
not going to get much better than it is right now.
CW: You see a lot composites industry businesses,
good and bad. What kinds of things do investors
look for when they evaluate a target?
MDP: No one strategy is absolutely right for everybody. It’s a mix of personality, culture, market position, capability, technology, and based on any one of
those variables, the ultimate recipe about creating
what we call enterprise value can be a bit different.
But my message to folks is you should always be
thinking about how am I creating enterprise value for
my business. ... Never lose sight of building the business from the inside out. That incorporates practices
that are universal, not limited to composites. ... Don’t
forget that a good financial person or a good CFO
can make all the difference in the world when you’re
trying to create value for yourself as an owner, as an
investor in a business. What I tell people is to have
a plan in mind for where you ultimately want to be.
For some people that’s time-based, for some people
that’s monetarily based, but if and when you decide
you want to do something ... the more chance we
have to help make sure the house is in order before
going to market — there’s a direct correlation
between those upfront efforts and the success of
the outcome.
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Flax fiber/bio-thermoplastic composite as wood
replacement for interiors and construction
Lingrove’s Ekoa flax fiber/bio-epoxy resin products have
delivered performance and a unique aesthetic in guitars,
sporting goods and interior furnishings. But those were
thermoset materials. The company has now launched Ekoa
TP, using a lignin-based bio-thermoplastic for industrialscale fast processing and recyclability in a structural
composite that delivers the look and feel of wood but with
much better sustainability.
Wood is nature’s structural composite, strong yet lightweight with cellulose fibers bound together by the natural
polymer lignin. Wood remains a top choice for furniture,
homes and interiors, but its sustainability is increasingly
an issue due to deforestation — the reported net loss of
forest is the size of California every three days and responsible for 20% of global greenhouse gas emissions.
Flax is harvested in 100 days — compared to 25+ years
for trees. It requires no irrigation and is CO2 negative.
Canada grows 1 million tons of flax per year for the seeds
and throws away the stalks. Lingrove plans to use these
stalks, working with an already industrialized global supply
chain that delivers high-strength, low-density continuous
fibers for composites. Lingrove blends these fibers with
a non-food-sourced bio-thermoplastic that is recyclable.
The result is Ekoa TP.
A continuous fiber-reinforced thermoplastic roll good,
once Ekoa TP is cut and layered in a mold, it becomes a
structural composite material that is easily compression
molded into 3D shapes. Lingrove founder Joe Luttwak
began working with composites at Ferrari and then
started Blackbird Guitar. His beautiful instruments made
from Ekoa materials provided better resistance to humidity and temperature and no longer helped to fuel the $50
billion black market for poached old growth woods like
rosewood and mahogany.
Through years of developing and refining this technology, Luttwak created Lingrove to expand applications for

Source | Lingrove

Ekoa, but ran up against the issue of scalability. “We could
see how thermoplastics offered fast processing and also
easier recyclability,” Luttwak notes. “Interiors and furniture
manufacturers want materials that process at an industrial
scale like plastics, but consumers want the look and feel
of wood, as well as products that help prevent the planet’s
destruction, not contribute to it. Ekoa TP offers both.”
Lingrove is working with Steelcase (Grand Rapids, MI,
US), the largest commercial interiors company in the world.
“We are also selling pilot quantities to several of the largest
furniture companies as well as into automotive interiors,”
Luttwak adds. Ultimately, Lingrove will offer products for
the $150 billion construction market. “Composites are just
emerging here, but 37% of global CO2 emissions are from
residential and commercial construction. This is a market
where we can make a difference while delivering desired
performance and aesthetics.”
Read more about it in the CW Blog |
compositesworld.com/blog/post/ekoa-tp-better-than-wood

See us at CAMX Booth #BB27
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Haydale supplies graphene for Juno aircraft
Global advanced materials group Haydale, (Ammanford,
UK) noted on Aug. 1 that it has supplied graphene enhanced
prepreg material for Juno, a 3m-wide composite skinned
aircraft from the University of Central Lancashire (UCLAN),
that was revealed at Farnborough Air Show 2018.
The prepreg material, developed by Haydale, has potential value for fuselage and wing surfaces in larger scale aero
and space applications including the
rapidly expanding drone market and
the commercial aerospace sector. By
incorporating functionalized nanoparticles into epoxy resins, the electrical conductivity of fiber-reinforced
composites has been improved for
lightning-strike protection.
According to Haydale, the Juno
16-18 OCT
project, led by UCLAN, has been a

Haydale worked with the aerospace engineering team
at UCLAN, Sheffield Advanced Manufacturing Research
Centre (Sheffield, UK) and the University of Manchester’s
National Graphene Institute (Manchester, UK) to develop
the unmanned aerial vehicle, that also includes graphene
batteries and 3D printed parts.
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good demonstration for the viability
of the prepreg material for structural applications and the ability
to manufacture components using
traditional composite manufacturing methods. Further developments
are underway to produce the next
iteration of lightning strike protection
materials based on these nanocarbonenhanced prepregs. The technology is
said to have performance benefits for
a range of applications and industries
including large offshore wind turbines,
marine, oil and gas, and electronics
and control systems.
“Juno has highlighted the capability and benefit of using graphene
properly dispersed into composite
materials to meet key issues faced by
the market, such as reducing weight
to increase range, defeating lightning
strike and protecting aircraft skins
against ice build-up,” says Haydale
CEO Ray Gibbs.
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Brexit and US/China
trade war aside,
aeromarket to surge
In the lead-up to the 2018
Farnborough International Airshow
(July 16-22 in Farnborough, UK),
aerospace industry pundits were
asking a lot of questions. Not the
least were those centered around
how the UK’s impending exit from the
European Union will affect the global
aviation supply chain. More questions
surfaced in the wake of the more
recent rise of the US/China trade war
and impositions of tariffs, about what
effect these might have on aircraft
deliveries. How will aircraft manufacturers, they wondered, respond to
increasing production and delivery
pressures, and potential supplierrelated delays and/or price increases?
None of that seemed to matter
following the first days of the show,
given the enormity of the industry
numbers that emerged. According
to Farnborough’s organizers, on the
show’s first day alone, US$46.4 billion
in deals were announced, surpassing
the previous high first-day figure, in
2016, of US$23 billion, with orders
placed for 311 civil aircraft across the
show. More than US$2.8 billion (USD)
in engine orders also were announced
on that day, said show officials.
The Boeing Co. (Chicago, IL, US)
announced first-day orders from eight
airline or cargo customers, and Airbus
(Toulouse, France) also reported
eight major orders. These, of course,
add to existing production backlogs
for each, which are straining both
OEMs in terms of meeting delivery
commitments. One Airbus customer,
a new US airline start-up, announced
a commitment for 60 Airbus A220300 aircraft to serve its “skinny”
routes, with deliveries to begin in
2021 (the A220-300 is the former
Bombardier C-Series, the regional jet
program in which Airbus acquired
a majority interest in October 2017
(see endnote)). The new airline is
backed by a group of investors led by
JetBlue (New York, NY, US) founder
20
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David Needleman. Boeing meanwhile secured multibillion-dollar commitments for cargo planes from
several operators, to help meet the burgeoning growth
of the cargo industry that continues to improve after
the 2007-2008 economic slump.
Boeing also released its Commercial Market Outlook
on the show’s first day. In it, the company says that
over the next two decades, demand for new airplanes
and commercial services should reach US$15 trillion,
which translates to 42,700 planes, with a value of
US$6.3 trillion. To meet projected cargo traffic, 980
new freighters and 1,670 freighter conversions will be
needed. More than 8,000 new widebody jets will be
needed (US$2.5 trillion) as well as single-aisle aircraft
with a value of US$3.5 trillion. All in all, the aerospace
market, if these figures hold up in what appears to be
a more changeable, and therefore, less stable and easy
to predict economic landscape, certainly seems to be
on a growth trajectory.
For background on the Airbus/Bombardier CSeries
transaction, read “Airbus to acquire majority stake in
Bombardier’s CSeries” | short.compositesworld.com/AirbusCSer
and “Airbus introduces A220 aircraft family” |
short.compositesworld.com/A220-300.
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Solvay (Alpharetta, GA, US) celebrated on July 25 this year the groundbreaking of its Greenville, TX, US,
manufacturing footprint expansion that increases the site’s resin mixing capacity to meet the growing
needs of Solvay’s customers in the commercial and military aerospace composite sectors.
“Greenville, TX, is a strategic site for Solvay, where, in recent years, we have invested several million
dollars in capacity and modernization, resulting in a double-digit employment growth,” says Tracy Price,
executive VP, global operations, Solvay Composite Materials. “This new expansion will enable us to
further meet growing customer demand for Solvay’s market-leading out-of-autoclave technologies.”
Solvay’s Greenville, TX, site currently has more than 300 full-time employees, and recruiting efforts
are ongoing. Local officials joined the site and project management team for the ceremony.

Roth filament winder
to facilitate major Ariane 6
weight/cost cuts

AUTOMATED FIBER PLACEMENT MACHINES
LEADING THE PRODUCTIVITY CHALLENGE
Source | Roth Composite Manufacturing
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One of the world’s largest filament
winding systems will soon begin
manufacturing components for the
Ariane 6 space launch vehicle, which
is expected to transport satellites
into Earth orbit for the European
Space Agency (ESA) as early as
2020. Designed by Roth Composite
Machinery (Steffenberg, Germany)
in close cooperation with Roth’s
customer, Avio (Colleferro, Italy),
a leading manufacturer of space
propulsion systems, the massive
collection of Roth filament winding
machinery will enable Avio to
produce, among other components,
the external casings for Ariane 6
booster rockets — the lift-off propulsion motors for the launch system.
The engine casings and many
other components of launch vehicles,
today, are built with lightweight
composites. Because the casings
are typically cylindrical, filament
winding is commonly the process
of choice, but prepreg processes
also are used for some components.
Filament wound carbon composite
booster cases will, in the Ariane
6, replace the steel cases currently
used in active-duty Ariane 5 vehicles.
Composites use, in this case, will
reduce the weight of Ariane 6
booster stages, compared to those
of its predecessor, by as much as
35%. Their use at current levels

Filament Winding Ariane
6
NEWS

BIZ BRIEF
also will have a marked impact on
the Ariane 6 system’s overall cost of
operation: The expenses per load-ton
are expected to plummet by as much
as 50%.
Avio and Roth reportedly have put
to good use their common experience from former projects
related to manufacturing
Ariane 5 and Vega rockets.
Accordingly, the new filament winding center has
a maximum length of 17m,
a large working diameter
(3.6m), and is capable
of supporting a winding mandrel that weighs
approximately 120 MT.
The system is equipped
with three carriages that
support three different
winding processes; each carriage has
a length of 7.4m and can move up to
90 m/min.
The first carriage is used for winding heat protection tape onto the
mandrel in mold-less composite
construction (first layer inside the
booster). After the vulcanization
of the tape, the towpreg winding
process is effected by using the
second carriage. The third carriage is
equipped with a fiber delivery head
for automated tape laying (ATL) — a
feature for which Avio is seeking
patent protection. This technology
enables precise laydown of tape in
complex geometrical shapes for the
attachment parts of the boosters.
Tapes are cut and trimmed by means
of an ultrasonic cutting head. The ATL
technology was developed by Avio
together with Roth and another partner based in Italy.
Ariane 6 boosters are 15m long with
a diameter of up to 3.6m. Depending
on payload size and weight, two or
four boosters per rocket, filled with
solid fuel, will ensure sufficient boost
for the first flight phase. Manfred
Roth, president of the family-owned
company, Roth Industries, to which
Roth Composite Machinery belongs,
says of the company’s latest move, “In
the composites sector, we belong to
the world market leaders.”

Spirit AeroSystems (Wichita, KS, US) announced on July 17 its intention to establish a new
research and development complex at its manufacturing site in Prestwick, Scotland. Efforts will
focus on infusion processes for composites materials, part handling, assembly automation, rapid
prototyping and virtual/augmented reality.
The site manufactures metallic and composite wing components, such as the leading- and
trailing-edges and spoilers for the Airbus (Toulouse, France) A320 commercial passenger aircraft
family. The new center will include a training area and is expected to grow the site’s existing
research and development footprint from approximately 8,000 ft2 to 70,000 ft2. Construction
reportedly will begin later this year, and the company hopes to open the facility in 2019.
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The luxury airship returns
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The Airlander 10 aircraft by Hybrid Air Vehicles (HAV, Shortstown, Bedford,
UK) is a helium-filled airship that may represent a new way for tourists to see
the world. Originally known as the HAV-304, the airship was developed as part
of military program called the US Long Endurance Multi-Intelligence Vehicle
(LEMV) project. Although the LEMV program was cancelled in 2013, HAV
brought the concept back to the UK, and has rebuilt the craft with a focus on
luxury travel.
Unlike a rigid airship like the legendary Zeppelin, the Airlander 10 has no
internal structure; pressurized helium inside the vast skin allows the skin to
maintain its shape and
support the payload
modules attached
to it (more on those
below). It’s a hybrid
air vehicle because
of a combination of
both buoyant lift (due
to the lighter-than-air
helium) and aerodynamic lift (from air
Source | Hybrid Air Vehicles
flow over the lobed,
elliptical envelope
shape). Four diesel engines driving ducted propellers contribute thrust, primarily for takeoff and landings, and the craft has a cruise speed of 105 knots.
The 119m-long hull skin reportedly is made from a combination of materials,
including a woven liquid crystal polymer fiber from Vectran (Kuraray, Tokyo,
Japan), woven aramid fiber, polyvinyl fluoride film (PVF) known as Tedlar
(DuPont, Wilmington, DE,
US), and Mylar polyethylene
terephthalate (PET) film
from DuPont Teijin films
(Luxembourg) combined
with polyurethane film to
create a gas barrier.
Composites come into
the picture in the payload
modules, which are attached
to the bottom of the hull,
between the two hull lobes,
Source | Hybrid Air Vehicles
reportedly using cables
that attach to the rigid skin.
HAV’s technical data sheet says that the maximum payload capacity is 60,000
kg. HAV has worked with Forward Composites (Huntingdon, UK), a company
based in Formula 1 and previously known as Lola Composites, on the composite designs. The carbon fiber composite elements help minimize the weight of
attached modules, which are interchangeable depending on mission.
On July 16, 2018, at the recent Farnborough International Airshow, Hybrid
Air Vehicles Ltd., together with Design Q (Redditch, UK) unveiled, with the
slogan Rethink the Skies, a luxurious Airlander 10 passenger cabin, with more
interior space than an Airbus A320. The passenger area will include private
en suite bedrooms and horizon-to-horizon views in the aircraft’s extensive
Infinity Lounge, which features a glass floor. The craft can accommodate up
to 19 passengers plus crew for three days. Airlander 10 can take off and land
from virtually any flat surface, eliminating the need for traditional airport
infrastructure, creating opportunities to explore remote locations.
CompositesWorld
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Notes about newsworthy events recently covered on the CW Web site. For more
information about an item, key its link into your browser. Up-to-the-minute news |
www.compositesworld.com/news/list
SD Mines’ composite material demonstrated at composite bridge contest
Students engineered the design of the 2nd place winning bridge using a proprietary
composite sheet material invented by a team of researchers at South Dakota School
of Mines and Technology.
08/14/18 | short.compositesworld.com/SDMines
Zephyr sets new flight duration record during maiden flight
Airbus’ solar–electric, stratospheric Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) completes
maiden flight of more than 25 days, the longest duration flight ever made.
08/13/18 | short.compositesworld.com/Zephyr
Meggitt Polymers & Composites expands San Diego manufacturing facilities
The San Diego MPC location is the Meggitt Group Center of Excellence for complex,
molded aircraft engine components and structures used in extreme environments.
08/10/18 | short.compositesworld.com/Meggitt
NASA announces new space exploration technologies partnerships
NASA is partnering with six US companies to develop technologies that have the
potential to benefit the commercial space economy and future NASA missions.
08/09/18 | short.compositesworld.com/NASApartnr
FACC awarded inspection robot research project
The project aims to develop a new generation of inspection robots, which will be
used for a vast range of inspection tasks — without programming effort.
08/08/18 | short.compositesworld.com/FACCrobot

IACMI announces collaborative smart composite pressure vessel project
The goal of the collaboration is to develop structurally predictable, low-cost smart
composite pressure vessels (SCPVs) with integrated health-monitoring.
08/07/18 | short.compositesworld.com/IACMI
AOC and Aliancys join forces
The two companies have merged to form a new global supplier of polyester and
vinyl ester resins, gel coats and materials for the composites industry.
08/6/18 | short.compositesworld.com/AOCAliancy
Triumph and Quickstep to partner on advanced composite solutions
The two companies will work together to offer composites solutions to customers in
the US and Australian aerospace and defense markets.
08/06/18 | short.compositesworld.com/T_QPartner
Aurora Flight Sciences expands, opens Aerospace and Autonomy Center at MIT
Independent Boeing subsidiary will add robotics and integration facility in
Manassas, VA and lease 100,000 ft2 in new MIT building.
08/01/18 | short.compositesworld.com/Aurora_MIT
ShapeTex preforms successfully overmolded with short fiber SMC
Shape Group combines continuous carbon fiber preform with epoxy sheet molding
compound using compression molding.
07/30/18 | short.compositesworld.com/ShapeTex
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Hell’s Bay skiff redesign repeats
win in clean water benefit race
Open sea boat racing has proven a perennially fruitful opportunity for
boat designers and builders to hone their composites skills, and the
recent third running of the Skiff Challenge — a 1,600-mile, nonstop,
roughly 48-hour endurance
race along the entire coastline of the US state of Florida,
was no exception. Hell’s Bay
Boatwork’s (Titusville, FL, US)
owner Chris Peterson got
together one evening four years
ago over tequila with Heath
Daughtry, owner of Florida boat
manufacturer Yellowfin Yachts
(Bradenton, FL, US), to sketch
out on a cocktail napkin (no
kidding) the audacious idea
for what they conceived of as a
friendly competition between
builders of fishing skiffs of no
more than 5.5m (18 ft) length,
with maximum 70 hp outboard
motors. That night, they also
Source | Hell’s Bay
decided that the challenge would help raise
money for the nonprofit environmental
group Captains for
Clean Water (Ft.
Myers, FL, US), which
advocates for better
water quality within
the state.
This year, 2018,
was the third Skiff
Challenge, with four
teams participating.
Source | Hell’s Bay
Starting in Pensacola,
participants raced
to the southernmost
point of Key West, then north, ending at Cabin Bluff Lodge in Woodbine,
GA, US. The Hell’s Bay entry started with its Biscayne design, a small, 5m
(16 ft, 4 inches) open fishing skiff. But instead of the Biscayne’s typical cored fiberglass/aramid laminate, Peterson says the Skiff Challenge
boat was built with his company’s engineered carbon fiber laminate (See
CW’s previous story about this craft, titled “Super Skinny Water Skiff” |
short.compositesworld.com/HBSkiff). The hull, deck and bulkheads were built
up from a proprietary hybrid carbon fiber/high-modulus polypropylene
(HMPP) fiber woven reinforcement, featuring HMPP fiber from Innegra
Technologies (Greenville, SC, US) and manufactured by Vectorply Corp.
(Phenix City, AL, US), over a CoreCell (Gurit UK, Newport, Isle of Wight,
UK) foam core. The laminate was wet out with Scott Bader Co. Ltd.’s
(Northamptonshire, UK, and Stow, OH, US) Crestapol 1260 urethane
acrylate resin. Scott Bader Crestomer 1152 adhesive was used to bond the
CompositesWorld
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Wabash, The Leader
in Composites Molding

Source | Hell’s Bay

deck to the hull and secure the bulkhead panels.
Peterson says the Skiff Challenge hull weighed 100
lb/45.5 kg less than the standard Biscayne hull. He adds
that the Crestapol resin bonds better to carbon fiber/
Innegra than other resin types, which allowed Hell’s Bay
to use less resin and thus reduce hull weight. The resin,
he says, is able to absorb energy without cracking or failing: “This high-tech resin gave us a super-light but supertough hull.” Peterson and his son JC Peterson repeated
their 2017 win, completing the grueling trip in 38 hours.

400 Tons
Down-acting,
120" x 60" Platens

Wabash MPI
produces a wide
range of hydraulic
presses for compression molding
in composites
applications. We
offer standard and
custom designs
from 15-1000 tons
with various heated
platen sizes and
control options.
Visit our website
to learn more.
ISO 9001:2015
Certified

www.wabashmpi.com
Tel: 260-563-1184
wabashmpi@acscorporate.com
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LARGE FORMAT.
RIGID PRECISION.

MORE THAN A MACHINE.

Our Engineers have over 70 years combined CNC experience with a proven track record of designing custom CNC solutions. Our heavy
duty 3 and 5 axis router platforms allow you to increase production volume, reduce run times, hold tight tolerances and exceed your
production goals with your budget.

info@dmscncrouters.com | dmscncrouters.com
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The opening session at CAMX 2017
featured three keynote speakers who
focused on the theme of “Disruptive
Innovation.”
Source (all photos) | CW / Photo | Heather Francis

CAMX 2018 Preview
CAMX combines forces with IFAI for a big Texas event.

By Sara Black / Senior Editor

» Composites professionals from North America and a significant number from the

global composites community have already marked their datebooks for the upcoming
CAMX 2018 event. The Composites and Advanced Materials Expo, which will be held
Oct. 15-18, 2018 at the Kay Bailey Hutchison Convention Center in Dallas, TX, US, is
co-produced by the American Composites Manufacturers Assn. (ACMA, Arlington, VA,
US) and the Society for the Advancement of Material and Process Engineering (SAMPE,
Diamond Bar, CA, US). The CAMX conference program is taking shape, and invaluable
opportunities for networking and collaboration await.
This year, CAMX will co-locate with the Industrial Fabrics Association International’s
(IFAI, Roseville, MN, US) IFAI Expo 2018. The pairing is a naturally good fit: CAMX is North
America’s go-to composites event for products, solutions and networking and IFAI Expo
is the premier expo for new and innovative products in the field of industrial fabrics, key
components of many composites. Attendees and exhibitors will benefit from expanded
networking and sharing among the impressive national and international audiences that
CAMX and IFAI attract. Because new innovations presented by exhibitors will often be of
interest to attendees at both events, the exhibit halls for the shows will be combined, but
the conference programming and registration for the two events will remain separate.
“The goal of this co-location is to expand the relationship between the technical textiles
and composites industries for our attendees and exhibitors,” says Andrew Aho, IFAI’s VP
of new business development. “We want to capitalize on the current synergy between
these industries and promote future collaboration.”
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Despite the fact that the 2017 CAMX
show had to be rescheduled due to the
onslaught of Hurricane Irma, supplier
exhibits were still expansive, and
attendees were treated to a vast array
of equipment, material and service
options.

CAMX features pre-event, in-depth tutorials (Monday, Oct. 15
and Tuesday, Oct. 16), and three days of conference programming,
featuring technical papers and presentations arranged in multiple
topical tracks. Monday’s tutorials will include “Thermoplastics
Composites: Technology, Applications and Developments in
Aerospace,” presented by Arnt Offringa of GKN Fokker (Redditch,
Worcestershire, UK and Papendrecht, Netherlands), and “Enabling
Technologies for Bonding and Joining Composites,” presented by

Lou Dorworth of Abaris Training Resources (Reno, NV, US).
On Tuesday, Avner Ben-Bassat of Plataine (Waltham, MA, US)
will speak in depth about digital manufacturing in the tutorial
“Entering the Digital Factory Era: Thinking AI, Implementing AI.”
The technical program will be arranged in the following tracks:
•A
 dditive Manufacturing
• Advances in Materials
• Business, Regulatory & Workforce Development

ELEVATING THE TOOLING GAME

Introducing the new

LAST-A-FOAM® FR-4800

High Temperature Tooling Board
- Applications up to 480°F (249°C)
- Low CTE, similar to aluminum
- Reliable, repeatable CTE
- Faster cool-down rate of 1°F/min.
FR-4800 is the next-generation
tooling board for accurate tooling
produced in less time and cost over
other tooling methods.

Where Great Ideas Take Shape

VISIT US AT CAMX 2018, BOOTH AA32

GENERALPLASTICS.COM
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Now a regular fixture on North American trade show exhibit floors, this glassenclosed demonstration area was a focus of attention at CAMX. CompositesOne
and the Closed Mold Alliance were on hand inside to provide their “live demos” of
the latest in composite fabrication techniques.

•D
 esign, Analysis & Simulation
•G
 reen & Sustainability
•M
 anufacturing and Processing Technologies
•M
 arket Applications
•N
 on-Destructive Evaluation and Testing

Specifics on technical papers and presenters were not available
at CW press time.

The Magnum Venus Products booth during CAMX 2017.

The opening General Session, CAMX Live!, takes place on
Tuesday morning Oct. 16. It will feature an industry innovator to
be announced soon. Following the General Session, the expansive
exhibit hall opens at 10:00 a.m and extends through 1:00 p.m. on
Thursday, Oct. 18. The CAMX closing luncheon will take place at
1:00 p.m. on Thursday.
Innovation Park, an Exhibit Hall enhancement introduced

ADHESIVE PROCESSING

Adhesive
Adhesive Processing
MAdeProcessing
siMPle
MADE
SIMPLE MAde siMPle
Providing
Dispensing Solutions for Over 40 Years
Providing Innovative Dispensing Solutions
forInnovative
Over 40 Years
Providing
Innovative
Dispensing Solutions for Over 40 Year s
info@mvpind.com • mvpind.com
Efficient processing of polyurethane,
epoxy, polyester, and other adhesives
Highly accurate dispensing and
spraying systems
Ergonomic design and user-friendly
controls

Ideal for robotic applications
Durable stainless steel structure
Streamlined maintenance saves
time and money
• Ideal forSEE
roboticUS
applications
• Efficient processing of polyurethane, epoxy, polyester, COME
AT
and
other
adhesives
CAMX
DALLAS,
TX
• Ideal for robotic applications
• Efficient processing of polyurethane, epoxy, polyester,
• DurableIN
stainless
steel structure
Innovative.
Simple. Reliable. | info@mvpind.com
www.mvpind.com
• Highly accurate|dispensing
and spraying systems
and other adhesives
BOOTH
AA29
• Streamlined maintenance saves time and money
• Durable stainless steel structure
• Ergonomic design and user-friendly controls
• Highly accurate dispensing and spraying systems
• Streamlined maintenance saves time and money
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• Ergonomic design
and user-friendly controls
innovative. simple. reliable.
Find out more today at +1 (865) 245-9506
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at CAMX 2017, delivers a new way to learn and engage. Consisting
of specialized zones for learning, networking and inspiration, this
feature provides a new way for CAMX attendees to interact. Cultivate
a fresh experience centered upon solving your challenges, meeting
like-minded professionals, and taking in presentations in a fresh new
way. CAMX 2018 Innovation Park programs are under development.
Ask the Experts, to be held at Consultant’s Corner, will give attendees
an opportunity to meet one-on-one with industry veterans and get
valuable insights based on their years of experience. Attendees are
encouraged to bring their challenges,
ideas, plans or samples to get a fresh
perspective from consultants about how
to move forward. Campfire Sessions,
at either end of Innovation Park, foster
learning from subject-matter experts and
sharing of ideas about new trends, ideas
and industry developments.
Curious how composite materials can
solve your traditional material challenges?
This free session track held in the Exhibit

Sara Black is a CW senior editor and has served
on the CW staff for 19 years.
sara@compositesworld.com

Read this article online |
short.compositesworld.com/CAMX2018

Hall gives manufacturers access to several
presentations designed to help you understand more about composites. Sessions
include Composites 101, a 45-minute
introduction to composite materials;
Composites Success Stories, during which
companies will give 10-minute presentations on how they have used composites
to solve a specific challenge; and Composites is the Solution, a roadmap/overview
of how a manufacturer might take steps
to integrate composites into its manufacturing processes.
As always, SAMPE’s Fellows Award will
be presented to distinguished members
who have served the organization as well
as contributed to the fields of materials
and processes. The 2017 Class of Fellows
will be presented at the SAMPE Awards
dinner, held Monday evening, Oct. 15.
ACMA will likewise present its Membership Awards and Recognition Ceremony
at a reception the same evening.
For updates, new announcements
and logistical information as the show
approaches, check the CAMX web site |
thecamx.org

READY TO SHIP:
compression router

One of the most popular and effective tools in the
aerospace industry—the AMAMCO Compression Router—
is now ready to ship, whenever you’re ready to order!

Visit www.AMAMCOTool.com/ready_to_ship.
Or call: 800.833.2239

VISIT US AT BOOTH 431573
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Hollow-profile
hybrid (HPH)
technology
This advanced version of
conventional PMH technology
uses injection molded, glassreinforced PA 6 “structural
elements” that are inserted
into a steel or aluminum tube
that, in turn, is inserted into
an injection molding tool and
overmolded with more PA 6
composite to form external
bracketry or functional
components (for example,
the black structures with red
handles, pictured left).
Source | LANXESS Corp.

Composite + metal:
Hollow-profile hybrid technology
LANXESS extends plastic/metal hybrids to tubular structures.
By Peggy Malnati / Contributing Writer

» Injection overmolding has been much in the composites

“Traditional” plastic-metal hybrid structures

PMH technology was initially developed around 1995 by Bayer AG
industry news lately, but primarily in the realm of creating hybrid
(Leverkusen, Germany). The composites team and PMH techcomposites. Shaped continuous fiber-reinforced prepregs or prenology were spun off as part of Bayer’s Chemicals and Polymers
cured composite shapes are positioned within the mold cavity and
businesses in 2004 to become LANXESS Corp. (Pittsburgh, PA, US).
then encapsulated within a larger short-fiber-reinforced injectionPMH uses a selectively perforated stamped steel or aluminum
molded part in such a way as to provide extra reinforcement only
sheet-metal substructure that is
where needed to avoid overdesigned parts and
placed into an injection molding
control production costs. Almost unnoticed in
tool that is, typically, selectively overthis flurry of publicity is news around plastic/
HPH enables the use of
molded (that is, the metal substrate is
metal hybrid (PMH) structures — those that
tubular metal substructures
not entirely encapsulated) with fibercombine sheet-metal substructures injection
to achieve higher performglass-reinforced polyamide 6 (GR-PA 6).
overmolded with a thermoplastic composite.
ance in PMH components.
The resulting hybrid structure features the
The PMH category was recently expanded
part designer’s choice of functional parts,
thanks to a new development first announced
including brackets, ribs, bosses and other
in Europe in March. Called hollow-profile
geometries in composite on the outside. The perforations, which
hybrid (HPH) technology, the development enables the effiallow the thermoplastic composite to flow through and around
cient use of extruded or welded tubular metal substructures in
the metal substructure, encourage a strong bond between both
place of stamped or stamped-plus-welded sheet metal to achieve
materials and enable the resulting structure to offer the best of
higher mechanical performance for PMH components subject
both worlds. That is, the part benefits from the high stiffness and
to high loads. HPH technology made its North American debut
strength of thin-wall sheet metal, but it is stiffened and stabiApril 30-May 1 at the 13th annual Automotive Engineering Plastics
Conference (AutoEPCON) organized by the Society of Plastics
lized by, for example, composite ribs that prevent the metal from
Engineers (SPE, Bethel, CT, US) and held in the Detroit suburbs.
buckling. Additionally, the composite contributes corrosion
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“With the broadest and deepest
product line, along with the largest
dedicated fleet of trucks in the
composites industry, Composites
One’s priority is to make sure you
have what you need, when you
need it.”
Laura McClain, Distribution Center Manager,
Lenexa, KS

People | Product | Process | Performance

Working with Composites One gives you access to the broadest, deepest line
of traditional and advanced composites PRODUCTS available – from raw materials,
resins and reinforced plastics, to advanced fibers and high-performance solutions – from
the industry’s top suppliers. Helping you navigate this one-stop-shop and make sure you get
what you need, when you need it are technical sales experts and regional customer
service reps, along with local support teams at more than 39 distribution centers
across the U.S. and Canada. All are backed by the service and support that only
North America’s leading composites distributor can provide.

That’s the power of One – Composites One.

800.621.8003 | www.compositesone.com | www.b2bcomposites.com

Knowledge is Power!
See LIVE demos by Composites One and the Closed Mold Alliance at Booth V27
during CAMX 2018 in Dallas, TX, Oct. 15-18. Details on Inside Front Cover.
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Ensuring successful bonds in
selective overmolding
The key internal structural element is shown in black in the person’s
right hand beside the clear part with the red handle. The structural
elements inside the steel or aluminum tube prevent it from collapsing
under the high pressures of the injection molding cycle and help
shape/deform the tube to assure a strong bond is achieved between
metal and composite. The clear polycarbonate version of the part
on the left shows how the steel tube has dimpled under areas with
overmolded polymer, locking metal and plastic together. The tube
deformation (called dimpling or beading) can be controlled via
design of the supporting element.
Source | CW / Photo | Peggy Malnati

resistance, good surface finish, lower weight and increased parts
consolidation and functional integration achieved in a single step,
thereby eliminating hardware, brackets and secondary operations. And because the matrix is PA 6, it also offers good and broad
chemical resistance plus excellent toughness (impact strength).
PMH structures are lighter and have far fewer parts (produced
in far fewer steps) than comparable sheet-metal structures with
the same functionality, yet they have higher mechanicals than a
discontinuous fiber-reinforced thermoplastic composite alone.
This is particularly helpful in cases where space is limited, and thick
wall sections are undesirable. The ability to greatly reduce part

Complete Ultrasonic Systems Integration
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count and production steps not only reduces cost and the manufacturing footprint, but it also reduces inventory and warranty
costs. And because its matrix is a thermoplastic, the hybrid structure can be separated and recycled at end of vehicle life.
CW-SEPT
Because of its recyclability and performance benefits, PMH
technology has been used for many years to produce a variety of
automotive components, from large assemblies like front-end
modules and bumper beams to underhood components. It also
has been used in nonautomotive applications, such as rollerblades, and components on scooters and
small, off-road cars.

wheels) and for components that attach from points in front of
the firewall and project into the passenger cabin (e.g., instrument
panels and center consoles). Prior work applying PMH technology to a cross-car beam lacked sufficient mechanical perfor2018-CGTech-PRINT.pdf
1
7/24/2018
8:16:33 AM
mance because the effort centered around an attempt to create
the tubular (closed-form) metallic substructures for the beam by
welding two open, L-shaped PMH structures together after they
were overmolded. “Since a closed-form structure is well known in
engineering to be stronger than an open structure, a logical place

Tubular structures
As is true of any technology, PMH has a
few disadvantages. First, amortization of
metal and plastic tooling costs (both types
are needed with this technique) is likely
to necessitate application to medium- to
high-volume vehicle programs. It’s too
costly for niche production unless tooling
costs can be shared with similar models
on the same platform. Second, as conventionally applied, PMH technology is best
used with simple 2D or 2.5D sheet-metal
substructures, e.g., L-, C-shaped or flatter
sections. However, those structures
often lack sufficient torsional strength to
meet certain high-performance
requireC
ments. Also, it’s not possible
to
make
M
closed-form/tubular structures (think
Y
O-section and other tubular or square
CM
cross sections) via PMH because a closed
profile would collapse under
the high
MY
pressures of injection molding.
CY
“The idea for hollow-profile hybrid
CMY
structures evolved from a list of high-load
K
structural automotive applications,
where
it was highly desirable to reduce mass
and add functional integration, but where
current PMH technology wasn’t strong
enough to meet performance requirements,” explains Joseph Aiello, LANXESS
structural application development
engineer. He cites the cross-car beam as
a theoretically ideal HPH component,
since it’s heavy and contains a multitude
of brackets and other attachments in
metal. Cross-car beams are used on every
passenger vehicle to provide torsional
rigidity to the chassis. They also provide
attachment points for components that
penetrate from the engine compartment
into the vehicle interior (e.g., steering
CompositesWorld.com
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Maximim Flexibility.
Maximum Control.
For applications that demand
precise temperature control,
Mokon offers a full line of
heating of heating and cooling
systems from -20°F to 700°F
(-29°C to 371°C).
Download our whitepaper
at mokon.com/composites
to learn more.

to start increasing the mechanical performance of plastic-metal hybrids was to find
a way to apply the technology to hollow
beams or tubes with round or rectangular
cross-sections,” adds Aiello.
The challenge, as always, was to
achieve a high-strength bond between the
metallic substructure and any composite
functional component that was overmolded onto it — a feature particularly
important for structure-critical components like cross-car beams. Initially,
the team worked on a technology that
was suitable for overmolding standard
tubes without the need for special equipment. The question became how to
selectively deform the tube — create
dimples or depressions — in the injection molding machine that would ensure
a good interlock between the metal tube
and the matrix, and thus achieve high
bond strength between the metallic

9001:2015

Read this article online | short.
compositesworld.com/LANXESSHPH.

substructure and overmolded composite
without causing the tube to collapse at
the high pressures typically seen during
the molding cycle. After much study, the
same LANXESS team that initially developed PMH technology also developed the
HPH process.
Basically, HPH uses high-flow,
highly glass-reinforced PA 6 “structural
elements” — injection molded solid
tubes with specially designed ribs/fins
projecting off the outside — that are
placed into the hollow center of a steel or
aluminum tube that is, in turn, inserted
into an injection molding machine and
overmolded with additional GR-PA 6
composite to form external bracketry
and other functional components. The
structural elements — which are inserted
into a tube before that tube is placed into
the press for overmolding — prevent
tube collapse during molding and help
shape/deform the tube via a process
called beading or dimpling, during the
high-pressure molding process, thereby
36
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assuring a strong bond between metallic and composite materials. This internal element remains in the tube to add structural
support.
LANXESS reports that the internal ribbed/finned elements can
even be designed to be used with perforated steel or aluminum
tubes. These function like the perforations used in conventional
PMH technology.
To eliminate the need for a second mold, that tool can be
designed to include space in a side cavity to mold structural
elements for tubes to be used in the next shot while it overmolds
a given tube reinforced with structural
elements. And the whole process reportedly can be fully automated, if desired.
Compared with conventional PMH
structures, with stamped or stampedplus-welded substructures, HPH structures are said to offer higher torsional stiffness and strength and better dimensional
stability at comparable cross-section,
mass and thickness, yet they still provide
all the classic benefits of LANXESS’
original PMH process.

would need to be isolated (likely via a coating) to prevent galvanic
corrosion. Or, for less structural applications, it should be possible
to use a tube extruded or pultruded from a plastic or composite.

Contributing writer Peggy Malnati covers the automotive and
infrastructure beats for CW and provides communications
services for plastics- and composites-industry clients.
peggy@compositesworld.com

What’s next?
Target HPH applications include hybrid
composite/metal structures with high
mechanical demands that include not
only cross-car beams but also car seat
frames and front-end modules, truck
tailgates and mirror brackets. Outside
the automotive arena, it could be used to
produce furniture, ladders or even baby
strollers. Too new to have established
commercial applications yet, HPH is
said to be a part of many developmental
projects in the works and LANXESS says
it continues to evaluate opportunities,
and reports it is still working on some
technology releases to complete its patent
application, which will be submitted later
this year.
What might be next for HPH? LANXESS
also says it has previously done PMH
research using PA 6/6 and polybutylene
terephthalate (PBT) matrices and carbon
fiber reinforcement, and even has evaluated magnesium substructures, although
the vast majority of commercial applications remain in GR-PA 6 with glass loading
levels of 30-60%. Theoretically the same
material combinations could be used for
HPH, although the team’s focus remains
on 60% GR-PA 6. If carbon fiber reinforcement was used, metal substructures

BE THE BEST.
OWN THE BEST.

WWW.CMSNA.COM
1-800-CALL-CMS
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Safe cycling:
Keys to composite bike design integrity
Steps bike designers
and manufacturers
must take to keep highperformance carbon
fiber composite bicycles
safe, upright and on the
road or trail.
By Donna Dawson / Senior Writer Emeritus
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Global market research firm Lucintel (Dallas, TX, US) predicts that the worldwide
bicycle market will be worth US$59.9 billion by 2021, with CAGR of 2.4% from 2016
to 2021. Although bicycles with carbon fiber composites frames and other components will no doubt still account for a small percentage of that market’s upper end, it
is clear that bicycle manufacturers are increasingly turning to carbon fiber composites for the advantages they offer. Compared to aluminum bikes, those made with
carbon fiber are extremely lightweight, have greater strength and stiffness and damp
vibration better due to the viscoelastic nature of resin matrices. Further, they are
more responsive in terms of handling and feel, and, because they are molded, they
can be made more aesthetically attractive, with striking texture choices.
All of this is very appealing to riders, says Dr. Scott W. Beckwith, president of
BTG Composites Inc. (Taylorsville, UT, US) and the global technical director for
the Society for the Advancement of Materials and Process Engineering (SAMPE,
Diamond Bar, CA, US).
There is a caveat, of course: Composite parts and structures cannot be designed
or built in the same ways used to conceive and construct amorphous metallic parts.
Composite materials are typically anisotropic. That is, their strength and other
mechanical properties are directional rather than uniform — the load-carrying
capacity of the composite is optimal in the direction(s) of fiber orientation. This, of
course, provides a great advantage to the designer, but also is a source of aggravation in that the designer must select carefully from what has become a vast array of
composite material possibilities to best meet a manufacturer’s specific bike performance requirements.
CompositesWorld
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control, testing and inspection are all important considerations in
controlling a very labor-intensive molding and composites manufacturing process.”
Here then, CW, with help from Dr. Beckwith, presents some
accumulated wisdom from those who have taken seriously the
unique challenges presented by the design and manufacture
of composite bike components. The starting point, of course, is
design.

Design factors

FIG. 1 Material placed precisely — and only — where
needed

The thickness of the composite frame for the Argon18 (Montreal, QC, Canada)
Krypton endurance bike — it is as thin as 0.5 mm in some locations — was
optimized using the Altair HyperMesh simulation software platform. One result
of the simulation process was that hundreds of prepreg patches give the bike a
stiff bottom bracket to improve pedaling efficiency but a compliant seatpost to
improve comfort. (Graphic color key: dark red areas are thicker, dark blue are
thinner). Source | Argon18

The first major design factor is the purpose of the bike: Different
uses impose different design imperatives. Pierre Legay, structural
and CFD analyst for bike manufacturer Argon18 (Montreal, QC,
Canada) explains, for example, that “low weight and high pedaling
stiffness are required for race bikes, aerodynamics will be more
critical for triathlon bikes, and good comfort will be required for
endurance road bikes.”
“Its purpose defines the bike’s loads and functionality, defines
environmental variables and structural performance and safety
targets,” emphasizes Bertram Stier, research engineer, advanced
composites, for Collier Research Corp. (Newport News, VA, US).
The geometry of the bike, mostly dictated by function and
style, and the scale of the series (produced units), are also design
factors that “dominate the balance between the emphasis on ease
(and cost) of manufacturing and structural performance,” Stier
says. “An enormous amount of data, techniques and constraints
all contribute in a major way to restrict and define the design
problem, which is the reason why composites optimization
software can play a crucial part in design solutions.”

Design solutions
Resources exist, and are also readily available. “ASTM, in particular the D30 Composite Materials Committee, has decades of test
methods at their disposal for determining (a) composite material
design allowables, (b) state of actual cure, and (c) verification of
fiber-resin void contents,” Beckwith points out. “Yet the majority of
bicycle manufacturing companies never seem to use them in their
design processes.”
Beckwith cites this type of corner cutting, done by bike manufacturers to decrease costs, as the type of major mistake that can
lead to part failure and accidents on the road. “The majority of
bike manufacturers assume that the materials of construction and
the process is forgiving because, almost always, only the outside
surfaces are visually observable upon removal from the processing
mold, but this is a risky assumption.”
Most defects in composite structures — in the present case,
frames, front forks, handlebars and other bike components — are
invisible until the part fails.
Beckwith, who also serves as an expert witness in forensic
investigations involving composite failures in road-bike structures, observes, “I have not seen a stress analysis, or set of material
strength allowables or an applied safety factor for any of roughly
50 carbon fiber high-performance bike failures.” That needs to
change, he insists: “Manufacturing, structural analysis, quality

The nearly infinite material design possibilities for a composite
structure, however, make traditional design approaches — even
those that involve standard computer aids — time-consuming
and potentially subject to failure. But there are design solutions

FIG. 2 Finding the balance between stiffness and
toughness

Innegra prepreg weave adds impact resistance in this standard UD prepreg layup for
the Alfa all-road bike, built by Allied Cycle Works/HIA-Velo (Little Rock, AR, US).
Source | Allied Cycle Works/HIA-Velo
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composite material design is only as good as its manufacturability.
Bressan identifies four equally important goals for every
commercial design. First is cost. Bressan, whose background
includes Formula One and America’s Cup composite racecar and
yacht designs, emphasizes that the first design goal is to consider
the cost not only of the material itself, but “everything you design,
the complexity you bring.”
The second priority is weight, which Bressan points out depends
on the fiber direction, or fiber architecture. “Every single tube on a
bicycle works differently — some working more in torsion, others
more in bending and still others working more in compression, for
example,” he explains. Fiber architecture
can be optimized for these loads. “This is
the beauty of using composite materials
compared to aluminum or titanium or
metals in general, because the material
itself is variable.”
Third is stiffness. “Stiffness is so important because it is a matter of energy,”
Bressan says. “You react fast when you
Used between a mold
need to react, you push the bicycle and
and a carbon-fiber composite
all the energy that you put into the bike
becomes your speed. So the stiffness
becomes a priority.” A bicycle with inadequate stiffness — for example, one made
using low-modulus carbon fibers — can
deform as the rider pumps on the pedals
and pulls up on the handlebars to climb
Used as an alternative to sanding
a hill or increase speed. When the bicycle
and painting
Used as peel-ply on molds
deforms, some of the rider’s energy is lost.
Bressan explains, “The material absorbs
that energy and instead of having energy
that pushes you, and you go faster, you lose
part of that energy.”
The fourth and final consideration
is safety. Optimization of material and
DeWAL’s pressure-sensitive PTFE tapes and films are known for
manufacturing choices to best support
tightly sealing carbon-fiber composites and cleanly releasing
specified critical load and performance
parts from molds.
targets is also the road to safer operation,
Use them to separate epoxy resins from laminates or to seal
DW 134
Bressan says. And what defines optimum
vacuum bags up to 500°F.
for a particular bike model depends to
DeWAL PTFE tapes and films offer minimal elongation and
a significant degree on our first design
temperature-resistant silicone-based adhesion. UL-recognized
factor, its intended purpose or use: A
204-HD films are both skived and tensilized for higher tensile
mountain bike cannot be designed perilstrength, lower elongation and higher dielectric strength. 204-HD
DW 204-HD
films range from 0.5 to 21.5 inches wide and are as long as 108
ously close to the breaking point like a
feet, with tensile strength up to 13,000 psi at 500°F. They are
Tour de France racing bike, to optimize
in stock in 2, 3 and 5 mil thicknesses, as are other 36” width
stiffness and weight savings, when it must
DeWAL tapes and films for composites.
survive impacts on protruding stones as
Whether you are doing open
DW 202 & DW 2000
its rider pushes up and flies down steep
or closed molding, whether
winding trails. Instead, its strength and
15 Ray Trainor Drive
your process is lay-up,
flexibility must be maximized to preserve
Narragansett,
RI
02882
compression molding,
usa1@rogerscorporation.com
both bike and rider. Similarly, that road
resin transfer or continuous
800-366-8356
bike now for sale in the bike shops, styled
lamination, DeWAL will share
International: 001-401-789-9736
a solution with you.
and painted to look for all the world like
dewal.com
the racing bike that took the winner’s cup

available today that offer software platforms that can simulate and
optimize fiber architecture and ply shapes that will meet bicycle
OEM specifications.
Fabio Bressan, manager composite materials and virtual engineering for Solvay Composite Materials (Alpharetta, GA, US),
affirms that, contending, “The best way is not to build a physical
prototype but to build a computer prototype” that simulates the
actual product. “Simulation is a special environment where you
can increase the complexity of your imagination or the way you
want to invent a new design.” He sees simulation as a bridge
between materials and manufacturing — important because a

DeWAL PTFE Tapes & Films —
for tighter vacuum seals
and cleaner mold separation.
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in last year’s Big Race, must be beefed up and can’t weigh as little
as its namesake if it is to survive thousands of miles of sometimes
rough pavement, when that similar-looking championship bike
was expected to perform in but a single race series. Further, any
structural defects, especially at removable part joints, reduce stiffness and strength in the regions of the defects and affect not only
performance but rider safety. Steps must be taken to prevent such
defects and provide for adequate manufactured part inspection.

Design tools

Material selections
These design factors and solutions guide selection of the best
materials for the bike’s purpose. Materials suppliers provide
the tested property values of their products, which then can be
entered into design software at the constituent, raw materials
level. But it’s also necessary to determine the strength of the cured
part, through coupon testing, which is the next design level after
individual fiber/resin constituents.
Stier says, “So far, the unchallenged frontrunner for composite
high-performance bikes is unidirectional (UD) carbon fiber
combined with epoxy thermosets in their various combinations.”

Among other simulation platforms, Bressan has used HyperMesh, a HyperWorks product from
Altair Engineering (Troy, MI, US). Jeffrey
Wollschlager, Altair’s senior director,
composites technology, explains that
Altair “took topology optimization techVisit us in Booth R29
nology that was originally developed for
isotropic metals and adapted it to directional composite anisotropic materials.”
Its multi-scale simulation features reach
down to design levels of individual fiber
and resin constituents, allowing the
designer to “design-tune not only the
structure but also the material,” as well as
offer manufacturing simulation capability
that enables the user to simulate draping
individual plies onto the tooling, he says.
HyperWorks is used by Argon18 “to
reduce cost and time during the development of a bike frame,” says Legay (Fig. 1,
p. 37). “It allows us to develop optimized
products that we could not get by test and
trial-and-error only.”
The HyperWorks platform also was
successfully used by composite bike
design specialist Gridlayer LLC (Denver,
CO, US) in the design of the Alfa all-road
bike for Allied Cycle Works/HIA-Velo
(Little Rock, AR, US) (Fig. 2, p. 39.) “A
composite bicycle must ride great and
provide adequate comfort for the rider
while meeting safety standards. HyperWorks allows us to optimize and verify the
laminate design long before material or
tooling is cut,” says Gridlayer founder and
owner Chris Meertens. “Once tooling is
made, you are locked in.” (Fig. 3, p. 42.)
Another design software choice for
composite bicycles is Collier’s HyperSizer. Computer-aided engineering
(CAE) software that couples with finite
element analysis to analyze and optimize
structures, HyperSizer is a NASA-spinoff
software originally conceived for the aerospace industry. (Fig 4, p. 46.)

WANTED:
your toughest
composite challenges

We make composite parts no one else can.
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FIG. 3

Shaving weight, not performance

HyperWorks’ design optimization solution, OptiStruct (Altair
Engineering, Troy, MI, US), reduced the frame weight of Rolo
Bikes’ (Linköping, Sweden) road bike from 829g to 792g.
Final weight after additional tweaks by Rolo’s manufacturing
team is only 710g (also see Learn More, p. 46). The graphic
shows the ply direction for layup of tubes around the gear
hub. Source | Rolo Bikes
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But Stier and others point out that this combination, by itself,
from micro-cracking. Fredrik Ohlsson, product development
makes a fairly brittle composite. And that, left unmitigated, can
director for Oxeon, explains: “By mixing and varying the layup
be a safety risk. That brittleness, however, can be offset by adding
sequence, by combining thicker materials (standard tow) and
thermoplastics in some form to the composite. “Their higher
thinner materials (spread tow), it is possible to load a composite
strain energy release rate (or toughness) might reduce the conserin its transverse direction to a much higher degree before cracks
vatism demanded from the rather brittle carbon epoxies and,
occur in the matrix between the filaments.” This is reportedly a
thus, yield more safety due to increased fatigue- and damagegreat advantage in bicycles, where each push of the pedal induces
tolerance,” he suggests.
a cyclic load path in multiple directions through the bike frame.
Epoxies can be “toughened” via the addition of rubber
Commingling TeXtreme spread tow with Innegra’s HMPP fiber
compounds. Epoxy suppliers can provide them toughened in the
endows the part with higher elongation and ductility. “If you
formulation process. But bicycle designers and manufacturers
have a catastrophic failure of the composite part, it stays together
are discovering ways to incorporate the
mix of thermosets and thermoplastics
into their design processes. For example,
Jen Hanna, director of business development for Innegra Technologies (GreenIN BOOTH #236222
ville, SC, US), says Innegra high-modulus
polypropylene (HMPP) UD and woven
fiber has become a thermoplastic constituent of choice for some bicycle manufacturers. When mixing thermoplastics
with thermoset matrices, however, cure
cycles need to be carefully considered.
“We recommend processing temps below
150°C [302°F]. Innegra works very well in
a 250°F [121°C] prepreg.” She adds that
that would present a challenge to the
bike manufacturer on a quest for quicker
cure cycles, which often means higher
temperatures, noting that in that scenario,
OMAX abrasive waterjets deliver industry leading part accuracy.
“Innegra would struggle to be a fit.” But a
small sacrifice in production speed can
be a good trade-off for the benefits that
HMPP brings to bicycle performance.
“The ductile nature and excellent flexfatigue properties allow the material to
withstand impacts, reduce vibrations
and limit or stop fracture propagation in
composite parts,” she points out, “creating
a safer cycling product.”
Thermoplastics may enable bike parts
to better handle temperature swings in
very hot or cold climates: “Innegra is
stable on cryogenic levels down to -90°C
[-130°F] and probably further,” Hanna
notes. “We have tested to that degree and
saw absolutely no change in mechanical properties. On the higher end, 165°F
[74°C] is the melt temperature.” She quips,
“I hope no one is cycling in that climate!”
TeXtreme spread-tow carbon fiber
reinforcements from Oxeon AB (Borås,
Sweden) also are being used to reduce
Get the whole story at omax.com/precision
weight and improve performance under
load — especially to protect laminates
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because of the higher elongation fibers,” Ohlsson contends. “If
there is a failure in a handlebar, the composite does not break
completely but stays held together, minimizing the risk to hit your
nose on the ground. Instead you could still maintain control of the
bike until full stop.”
Oxeon spreads 12K (and greater) carbon tows, and reportedly can tailor biaxial or hybridized plies, or other UD or multidirectional fabric materials. The company works closely with
its customers to help identify and optimize customer requirements. Ohlsson says the spread-tow fabrics also drape better than
standard UD tapes around double curvatures or square shapes,

yet still present the mechanical performance of cross-plied UDs.
He adds, “We can tailor the fabric to change a four-ply UD layup
into one fabric ply, possibly with different amounts of fiber in warp
and weft, that gives exactly the requisite number of 0° and 90° fibers
while still presenting a symmetrical layup.” (Fig. 5, p. 47.)
TeXtreme is used by bike manufacturer Masi Bikes (Vista, CA,
US) for its new frames and forks, reducing fabric weight by 100 g/m2
while improving stiffness. “The goal wasn’t to just make the frame
lighter, we also wanted to make it a bit smoother without giving up
any drivetrain stiffness. The material is so thin, we could work with
several plies to get the same thickness or less, resulting in significant improvements,” says Masi’s product
manager James Winchester.
Bike gear manufacturer PRO (Eindhoven, The Netherlands) makes its PRO
Vibe handlebars with the same material.
Weighing 220g, PRO Vibe carbon fiber
composite handlebars are now the lightest
in the PRO line up, and Innegra fibers
“strengthen the bar’s most vulnerable areas
Your Composite Curing Oven Specialists
without compromising its weight, so your
handlebar is ready to ride in the harshest
conditions,” Pro states.
Sam Pickman, director of product/engineering for Allied Cycle Works/HIA-Velo,
emphasizes the advantages of selectively
adjusting the ratio and composition of
carbon and thermoplastic fiber content in
the layup to pinpoint the desired between
performance/weight/cost balance for each
Pressure Transducer
Interior Supply and Return
Interior Thermocouple
bike model. “For a laminate that has its
Monitoring Lines
Ducts with Interior Lighting
Jack Panel & Vacuum Stubs
eye on price,” he notes, “we use a combination of standard-modulus UD [carbon
fiber] prepreg in 150-g/m2 weight, a quasiisotropic stack from Vectorply Corp. [Phenix
City, AL, US], and Innegra in key locations
to add damage tolerance and toughness.”
Vacuum Piping System
To build a super-lightweight layup that
w/ Pressure Transducer &
takes advantage of thermoplastic fatigueThermocouple Jack Panel
and damage-tolerance benefits, Pickman
uses an intermediate-modulus 100-g/m2
UD prepreg with a TeXtreme/Innegra hybrid
material to add toughness.
For its production Alfa all-road bike,
Wisconsin Oven
Allied uses about 1m2 of 150-g/m2 Innegra
Premium Data Acquisition
prepreg weave in areas of the bike “that
and Control System
are at high risk of impact,” says Pickman.
But the majority of the layup, he says, is
150-g/m2 standard-modulus UD prepreg
2675 Main Street • PO Box 873 • East Troy, WI 53120 USA
(Mitsubishi Composite Materials Div.,
www.wisoven.com • sales@wisoven.com • 262-642-3938
Irvine, CA, US). For its coming Alfa X, “we
are using the 166-g/m2 TeXtreme/Innegra
Wisconsin Oven is a brand of
as the outermost ply for the entire bike, with
Thermal Product Solutions, LLC
the base layup as 110-g/m2 intermediatemodulus UD Mitsubishi fiber, both prepreg.”
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FIG. 4 Bike design:
No simple matter

This technical demonstrator of HyperSizer
Express frame geometry for an optimized
hardtail mountain bike shows a layup of
0°/90°/±45° tape plies. The ply schedule
is designed to meet typical requirements
for performance bike frames, including
ply-based strength criteria (Ref: Tsai-Hill,
Tsai-Wu, Tsai-Hahn) as well as pedaling
stiffness requirements (transverse
bottom bracket deflection) for efficiency,
and head tube stiffness requirements
(transverse head tube deflection) for
handling. Source | Collier/HyperSizer

Finding defects
Because part failure at the speeds and road conditions experienced in today’s cycling domain can be catastrophic for both bike
and rider, nondestructive testing (NDT) of individual components
and even the final bicycle can help identify and reduce defects in
the manufacturing process.
However, HIA-Velo’s Pickman warns that NDT isn’t enough.
“You can learn some things from NDT, but to really learn through

development, we test to failure, then cut the parts up to inspect the
molding quality.”
Bressan agrees. “Honestly, with the first prototype, we just
destroy the part. We cut the part in sections and see what we can
see inside, to be sure the technology is working properly.” Even
then, he adds, there are physical limitations. Even when the part is
destroyed, one may not be able to verify everything.
After an accident, Bressan recommends C-scan tomography

THERMOPLASTIC SYSTEMS
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FIG. 5 Thinner,
drapable, symmetrical

Oxeon AB (Borås, Sweden) says
its thin TeXtreme spread-tow
carbon fiber tapes make it
possible to replace a 4-ply UD
layup (left) with one symmetrical
fabric ply (right) containing the
same number of plies but facilitating much easier drapability on
curved surfaces and in tubular
constructions.
Source | Oxeon/TeXtreme
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inspection of the part. Although he acknowledges that it is a very
expensive procedure, he maintains, “Tomography allows you to
check each layer and see what is happening between the materials.”
“Testing final products by enveloping the structure using a little
more than critical design to loads is the current methodology, at
least for high-performance bikes,” Stier says. Clarifying this statement, he explains that a bike is normally designed to handle
loads 1.5 or two times greater than those expected. So if the part is

loaded for mechanical testing at, say, 1.3 times the design load, and
it does not break, “you have proven its structural integrity, which is
worth more than analysis, which could always be flawed due to the
nature of assumptions,” Stier offers.
Beckwith, however, questions this method’s reliability, noting
that in most cases, there is an absence of detailed structural
analyses. Loading the part for mechanical testing can induce
internal manufacturing voids and delaminations that may
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approach critical fracture levels, he points out. Further, “Static
loads do not account for braking loads, which induce high frictional heat and induced loads on wheels and forks. And longterm service fatigue definitely needs to be considered, as well
as vibration loads
imposed over time
on any composite
Read this article online |
components.”
short.compositesworld.com/SafeBikes
“Sectioning
Read more about this Rolo Bikes weight
reduction effort in “Carbon fiber meets
[breaking] carbon
simulation in ultralight bike frame” |
fiber forks, which
short.compositesworld.com/RoloBikeFR
represent 82% of
observed failures,”
says Beckwith, “often clearly shows significant leading and trailing
edge porosity, voids and delamination incurred during the
molding process.”

Standards and regulations
Beckwith notes further that no legally binding structural safety standards yet exist that address common rider load and environmental
conditions (braking, impact loads, fatigue, vibration, material aging
or degradation, material abrasion and wear) for high-performance
composite bikes. Further, the existing ASTM D-30 test methods are
not yet recognized by ASTM’s F-08 Bicycle Committee.
That said, the International Organization for Standardization
(ISO, Zurich, Switzerland) published its ISO 4210 standard for

bicycles in 2014 and 2015 in nine sections. ISO 4210 was “developed in response to demand throughout the world, and the aim
has been to ensure that bicycles manufactured in compliance
with this International Standard will be as safe as is practically
possible [editor’s italics]. The scope has been limited to safety
considerations and has specifically avoided standardization of
components,” according to ISO.

Bike safety won’t wait
Given the market’s growth projections, composite bicycles will
certainly proliferate anywhere riders value high performance.
Admired for their benefits in high-performance bikes, composites
also must command careful attention from those who design and
manufacture them. In time, standards and regulations will find
their proper place, but this industry can’t wait. Tools for design,
testing and post-production evaluation of bikes that can keep
their riders satisfied and safer are available, but bicycle builders
must put them to use and support ongoing development of best
practices.

Donna Dawson is CW’s (previously) retired senior
writer emeritus, now residing and writing in Lindsay,
CA, US, in the foothills of the Sierras.
donna@compositesworld.com
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Welding
thermoplastic composites
Multiple methods advance toward
faster robotic welds using new
technology for increased volumes
and larger aerostructures.
By Ginger Gardiner / Senior Editor

»

Unlike composites made with a thermoset matrix, thermoplastic
composites (TPCs) require neither complex chemical reactions nor
lengthy curing processes. Thermoplastic prepregs require no refrigeration, offering practically infinite shelf life. The polymers used in
aerospace TPCs — polyphenylene sulfide (PPS), polyetherimide
(PEI), polyetheretherketone (PEEK), polyetherketoneketone
(PEKK) and polyarylketone (PAEK) — offer high damage tolerance in finished parts, as well as moisture and chemical resistance
and, thus, do not degrade in hot/wet conditions. And they can be
remelted, promising benefits in repair and end-of-life recyclability.
But perhaps the greatest driver for TPC use in developing aircraft
is the ability to join components via fusion bonding/welding. It
presents an attractive alternative to the conventional methods —
mechanical fastening and adhesive bonding — used to join thermoset composite (TSC) parts.
As defined in the widely cited paper, “Fusion Bonding/Welding
50
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Induction welded window frame for TPC fuselage
This compression molded short CF/PPS reinforcement ring, induction welded to
a TenCate CF/PPS CETEX skin by KVE Composites (Den Haag, The Netherlands),
demonstrates how window frames could be assembled in future TPC airframes.
Source | KVE Composites / Photo | Ginger Gardiner
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FIG. 1

Advanced Thermoplastic Composite Welding Technologies

of Thermoplastic Composites,” by Ali Yousefpour, National
Research Council Canada (Ottawa, ON, Canada), “The process of
fusion-bonding involves heating and melting the polymer on the
bond surfaces of the components and then pressing these surfaces
together for polymer solidification and consolidation.” The result is
very different from thermoset joining.
“You are creating a unitized structure, such as a rib welded
to a skin,” explains Arnt Offringa, head of Aerostructures R&T
for GKN Fokker (Hoogeveen, The Netherlands). “When viewed
under a microscope, you see just homogeneous polymer, so this
is different than bonding. There is no dividing line, no split, no
identifiable joining material such as adhesive. There is only one
material, which is why you use the same polymer on both sides
of the weld. Thus, authorities will accept such a join without
mechanical fasteners.” (Offringa uses the word “join” here
because the result of the welding process is not a joint, but one
solid piece.)
In fact, such welded TPC structures have been flying for
decades. And although resistance welding and induction welding
are the two most established methods, others, including ultrasonic welding, laser welding and conduction welding, are being
advanced for use with composites. Development of these methods
continues as welding proponents seek the necessary reliability in
predictive process simulation software, increased inline control of
welding process variables, and extension of welding processes to
production of aircraft primary structures.

Resistance welding
Along with KVE Composites Group (The Hague, The Netherlands), GKN Fokker is an acknowledged leader in TPC welding
development (see Learn More, p. 63). “We started with resistance
welding in the early 1990s,” says Offringa. “The elegance of this
method is that heat is produced exactly at the weld interface.”
Electric current, passed through a resistive element at the weld
interface, creates heat and melts the thermoplastic polymer (Fig.
1). However, this resistive element — a metal or carbon fiber (CF)
— stays in the finished part. “We developed a method using a
PPS-coated metal mesh as the resistive element, and then certified and flew resistance-welded CF/PPS main landing gear doors
on the Fokker 50 turboprop aircraft in 1998,” says Offringa. “This
then led to conversations with Airbus UK (Broughton, Chester,
UK) and the development of glass fiber/PPS fixed leading edges
for the A340/A350 and then A380 widebody aircraft.” GKN Fokker
has continued its resistance welding research, focused mainly on
carbon fiber-reinforced plastic (CFRP).
The technology has advanced. Premium AEROTEC (Augsburg,
Germany) showcased an Airbus (Toulouse France) A320 rear
pressure bulkhead demonstrator at the 2018 ILA Berlin Air Show.
The bulkhead comprises eight press-formed CF fabric/PPS
segments assembled via resistance welding. “We have been using
resistance welding for some time,” says Dr. Michael Kupke, head
of the Center for Lightweight Production Technology (ZLP) for the
German Aerospace Center (DLR) in Augsburg. “For the Premium
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FIG. 2

CF resistance welding for rear pressure bulkhead

Premium AEROTEC’s (Augsburg, Germany) Airbus A320 rear pressure bulkhead demonstrator
comprises eight CF/PPS sections resistance welded using carbon fiber for the resistive element instead
of a metal mesh. Developed by DLR’s Center for Lightweight Production Technology (ZLP) in Augsburg,
the welding process employs AEROTEC’s curved metallic “welding bridge” which rotates to apply
necessary pressure along each of the eight weldlines.
Source | Premium AEROTEC / DLR Center for Lightweight Production Technology
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AEROTEC demonstrator, we extended the
weldline length to 1.5m.”
ZLP chose a resistive element made from
carbon fiber vs. legacy stainless steel mesh. “For
induction welding, it’s difficult to get the temperature and energy where you want it and not
elsewhere in the part,” Kupke asserts. “For resistance welding, this is inherently solved, but the
downside, up to now, has been that the resistor
remains in the part.” Using a carbon fiber resistor
alleviates this disadvantage.
The basic method, however, remains the same.
“You apply a voltage and put pressure on both
parts to get good consolidation,” he adds. “For
smaller parts, the robotic end effector applies the
pressure, but for larger parts you would need a
jig to provide clamping pressure.” The jig for the
A320 rear pressure bulkhead is a curved metal
“welding bridge” built by Premium AEROTEC
(Fig. 2). It rotates to position above each of
the eight weldlines and applies the necessary
pressure via 10 pneumatic cylinders inside.
In addition to PPS, Kupke’s DLR ZLP team has
validated that this process also works for carbon
fiber fabric/PEEK. “If you can use PEEK, you can
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adapt to PEKK, PAEK and PEI,” he adds. “We should be able to
weld unidirectional (UD) tape as well,” he also notes (challenges
associated with welding UD tapes are explained below). Kupke
says there is no limit to the part thickness being welded, “it could
be 3 mm or 30 mm, but care must be taken with thermal management at the weldline.”
He says the next step will be to develop a range of optimized CF
resistive elements. “We’ve just used off-the-shelf materials for now.”
Kupke points outs this was only a demonstrator, not an industrial process. “To industrialize, we would do it a bit differently. The
welding process for each join in the A320
bulkhead took 4 minutes, however, only 90
seconds of welding current was applied.
The remaining time was for heating and
cooling of the PPS thermoplastic at the
weldline. With industrialization, we
believe the total time would be faster and
the welding would still take only 60-90
seconds per 1.5m join.”

the Gulfstream G650 elevators and rudder, which have been flying
since 2008.” KVE was a key partner in the development and industrialization of the robotic induction welding process. A refined
second-generation technique is used for the elevators and rudder
on the Dassault Falcon 5X. Van Engelen notes that welding for
the G650 was automated but completed in multiple steps. “For
the Dassault, it is done in one shot,” he adds. “All of the parts are
placed in the tools and then two elevators and a rudder are welded
in one shift overnight.”
By 2008, KVE had begun single-lap shear (SLS) testing of

Induction welding
KVE began working with induction
welding in the early 2000s. The basic technique involves moving an induction coil
along the weldline. The coil induces eddy
currents in the inherently conductive
CFRP laminate, which generate heat and
melt the thermoplastic. “We began with
single-lap shear coupons, following the
building block approach, and progressed
to L-joints, T-joints, then basic structures and finally elevators and rudders,”
recalls KVE managing director Harm van
Engelen.
The company developed computer
simulations in parallel. “Simulation
helps you to predict what the temperature will be at the outer surface and at
the weldline,” he explains. “You need
to concentrate heat in the weldline, but
not overheat adjoining sections. The top
surface heats up faster than the interface, so you have to get rid of that heat.”
KVE patented not only the resulting
heat management technology, but also
its tooling-based approach to maintaining pressure during welding, and its
robotic control of the induction coil and
weldhead, which it developed by 2005.
“This provided an alternative to resistance welding for CFRP that did not
require a susceptor or welding strip,” says
GKN Fokker’s Offringa. “We licensed the
KVE technology and implemented it on
CompositesWorld.com
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FIG. 3 Induction welding matures for future
aerostructures industrialization

multiple OEMs and Tier 1 suppliers to help qualify this technology
for other aircraft structures.

Computer simulation is advancing beyond fabric laminates to UD
materials — for example, this analysis of induction welding on a
four-ply laminate [45°/-45°/0°/90°] shows simultaneously the
eddy currents and heat being generated by each ply — offering the
ability to predict performance when switching to new materials
and define optimal coil shape, power, robot speed and
heating profile for a given application.

Moving from fabric to UD tape

Source | KVE Composites

UD CF/PEKK tape
and was producing
demonstrators for the
Thermoplastic Affordable
Primary Aircraft Structure (TAPAS)
program. By 2010, it had completed 3D
simulations of induction-welded UD CF
laminates with lightning strike protection (LSP)
and had worked with thick laminates (≤5 mm for UD
PEEK and PEKK, ≤15 mm for carbon fiber fabric/PPS).
KVE had also designed and built a TPC rudder for The Boeing
Co.’s (Chicago, IL, US) Phantom Eye UAV, which Boeing then began
producing in 2011. By 2014, the company had produced inductionwelded UD CF/PEKK demonstrators and is now working with

Induction welding is well suited for carbon fiber fabric, says
Offringa, “but with UD tape, there is a new set of challenges
to reach production speeds.”
As explained by Dr. Michel van Tooren,
director of the SmartState Center for
Multifunctional Materials and Structures, part of the McNair Center
at the University of South
Carolina (Columbia,
SC, US), “For induction
in CFRP laminates, you need
fibers at two different angles —
preferably angles as far away as possible
— for eddy currents to be generated.” The
perpendicular 0° and 90° fiber orientation in woven
fabric is ideal, enabling eddy currents to be generated in
each ply of the laminate. With UD laminate stacks, however, it
is common to have 45° plies interspersed so that the angle difference is smaller. “The eddy current heating mechanism is affected
because these directions are not perpendicular, adds Maarten
Labordus, head of R&D at KVE. “There also is no distinct fiber

With our automated sealant
dispensing solutions, the sky is
the limit for aircraft production
Streamline production processes with sealant mixing and dispensing
systems that apply precisely the right amount, in precisely the right place.
For faster production through automation innovation, visit:
www.sealantequipment.com/aerospace
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crossover between the plies, they are just layered. Thus, you need
(TPRC, Enschede, The Netherlands) — that has installed a stanmore power to induce current compared to fabric laminates.”
dardized induction welding setup developed by KVE (Fig. 4, p. 57)
However, adding more power does not make managing the
to support process qualification at OEMs and Tier 1 suppliers (see
welding process easier. Balancing electrical power and temperaLearn More, p. 63).
ture at the weldline is not straightforward because the induction
Bespoke induction coils
welding process not only changes with stacking sequence but also
An alternative induction welding approach has been used by
with laminate thickness and part geometry. “So we look at the
Composite Integrity (Porcelette, France) to develop the “dynamic
process parameters and how heat is generated in the materials,”
induction welding” process used to join CF/PEKK UD tape
says Sebastiaan Wijskamp, TPRC’s technical director. “We want
stringers and fuselage skins in the STELIA Aerospace (Toulouse,
to have guidelines and design tools to predict weld performance
ahead of time. If you want to switch from
fabric to UD, how can you do this quickly
without having to go through a trial-anderror process? Ideally, simulations based
on the electrical and thermal conductivity
properties of fibers and polymers, even
for a certain layup, and also factoring in
part geometry, would allow you to design
your welding process per part. We are
performing collaborative research with
KVE and Michel van Tooren at the McNair
Center to develop the fundamental understanding for these guidelines and tools.”
“We’re quantifying all of these factors
— UD vs. fabric, stacking sequence, areas
of more resin and less resin — and establishing their relationship, then we add
this back into the general welding model,”
explains Labordus (Fig. 3, pg. 54). Areas
with high resin content act as an isolator,
retarding heat, while areas where resin
content is lower (and fiber content is
higher) facilitate heating. “At first, we were
40% off our welding predictions with UD,
but now we are within 10% and are getting
close to our high-accuracy levels for CF
COR-Grip® Adhesives and Compounds
fabric/PPS,” Labordus adds.
Whether your composite needs are for structural bonding, general
Van Tooren also is close to being able
fairing, gap filling or surface finishing, the COR-Grip line of products
to predict induction welding performance
provide exceptional adhesion for a firm bond. COR-Grip also provides
for UD laminates. “By the end of 2018, we
the flexural, tensile and compression properties you need – all at an
will have a simulation tool that works for
economical cost.
relatively simple geometries, helping to
identify the necessary coil shape, power,
Our line of adhesives and compounds feature the superior strength,
robot speed and heating profile for a given
excellent bonding, low shrinkage and corrosion resistance that your
applications require. They are designed for various markets including
application.” This prediction capability is
marine, transportation, corrosion and wind energy. The full line of
being developed in parallel with physical
products includes vinyl ester, isophthalic, fire retardant, and specialty
testing to support the use of welded TPC
putties and adhesives.
components in larger primary structures
for future aircraft. Van Tooren’s lab is a
For more information, call 1.800.736.5497
research partner with KVE and one of
or visit www.interplastic.com.
four sites — along with KVE’s facility in
The Hague, the Netherlands Aerospace
Centre (NLR, Amsterdam) and ThermoPlastic composites Research Center

A Strong Grip
on Performance
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need a specific coil — in this case, a multi-coil.”
Founded as Pôle de Plasturgie de l’Est (PPE) 25 years ago,
Composite Integrity is a leader in resin transfer molding (RTM)
and epoxy resin-infused aircraft structures with French aerospace companies. Incorporated into the IS Groupe in 2016, it
has worked with Aviacomp (Launaguet, France) to develop
co-consolidation welding technology used in TPC fuel access
doors for the Airbus A350 aircraft. “Resistive components on the
surface of the molded inner and outer composite parts put heat
into the weldline,” says Raynal.
Composite Integrity began working
on the STELIA Arches TP project in 2015,
enabling induction welding of fuselage-sized, curved parts. The process is
described as “dynamic” because the robot
welds the stringers down the length of the
fuselage and accommodates 3D shapes,
including movement in the z-direction
during welding. “Both the stringers and
skin in the STELIA demonstrator have
a change in thickness,” Raynal explains.
An aluminum rail serves as fixation jig to
prevent movement of the stringer on the
skin as it is welded. For the demonstrator,
pressure was applied via two rollers in the
welding head. These sit above the coil.
During welding, the rollers run along the
stringer, next to the fixation rail while the
coil is traveling over the weldline.
“We have now developed a new,
patent-pending welding head, which uses
a single roller and increases the weldline
mechanical properties,” Raynal notes.
“We also have a cooling device blowing
air on the welding surface in pressure
to be sure we are below the crystallization temperature, so there is no risk of
de-compaction once pressure is released.”
Provision for cooling also affects the
crystallinity of the thermoplastic matrix
Verisurf Software lets you see the difference between the nominal CAD design
at the weldline. “We test to measure
and finished machined part, in real-time. Perfect for in-process, first article and
that crystallinity meets the aerospace
automated production inspection. Verisurf works with ALL CAD software and
ALL measurement hardware devices, including portable, fixed or programmable
standards and then establish the correCMMs, trackers, and scanners, new or existing, to provide flexible inspection
sponding parameters for the welding
and reporting solutions, in the quality lab or on the shop floor.
process,” Raynal explains. Speed is also a
factor. “For the demonstrator, the speed
See the difference Verisurf can make in your business
was 2 m/min, but our target now is 5 m/
by reducing training costs, increasing efficiency,
min,” he says. “Managing the cooldown
reducing scrap and improving overall quality.
and crystallinity of PEEK and PEKK are
Let us show you the difference, in your
more complicated, which affects the
shop, with your parts. Contact us, today.
global speed of welding, but we have
good results with both, using convenDealer inquiries invited.
www.verisurf.com • 866-340-5551
Educators, ask about our education program.
tional organosheet qualified by Airbus.”
The maximum thickness of parts welded

France) Arches TP structure demonstration project, unveiled
at the 2017 Paris Air Show (Fig. 5). Composite Integrity is the
composites division within the Institut de Soudure (IS Groupe,
Villepinte, France). “We draw off more than 100 years of IS
Groupe experience in welding metals to design and build our own
induction coils optimized for each material, thickness and part
shape, including specific coils for woven fabric, noncrimp fabric
and UD,” explains Composite Integrity business development
manager Jérôme Raynal. “The major problem with UD is that
there are no welding nodes to generate induction current, so we

Inspection Software

See the Difference
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FIG. 4

Qualification for future airframes

KVE Composites has developed a standardized induction welding setup to support process qualification
at OEMs and Tier 1 suppliers (left), which produces single-lap shear coupons (above) as well as L– and
T-stringers. Source | TPRC and KVE Composites

thus far is 5 mm. “We have demonstrated this, which is roughly
the thickness you would have in structural components,” Raynal
observes. “For STELIA, we used the carbon fiber as the conductor
with no metal in the interface, but now we are developing technology to weld any fiber — glass fiber, for example — without a
metal mesh as well. We don’t add material at the interface yet can
weld UD to woven and UD to UD, without problem,” he claims.

Ultrasonic welding
The third most common technique, ultrasonic welding is another
technology with which GKN Fokker has logged significant experience. The process uses a sonotrode to generate high-frequency
(20-40 kHz) vibrations that cause frictional heat and melting at the
weld surfaces.
“This is good for spot welds,” says Offringa, noting that for
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FIG. 5

Dynamic induction welded STELIA demonstrator

Composite Integrity developed a customized coil and process to weld UD CF/PEKK stringers and skin while accommodating for
thickness changes in both for the Arches TP structure demonstrator. Source | Composite Integrity
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Gulfstream aircraft, “We have used ultrasonic welding for joining
a continuous line of adjacent spot welds serve the same purpose
more than 50,000 injection molded TPC parts to floor panels.
as a continuous weld bead. Lab-scale sequential spot welding was
It is very fast and highly automated, but it’s a spot weld, at only
used in the Clean Sky EcoDesign demonstrator’s TPC airframe
one location.” Still, he sees potential for this method in producpanel, using flat energy directors to weld a CF/PEEK hinge and
tion of an integrated fuselage, like that proposed in the Clean
CF/PEKK clips to CF/PEEK C-frames (Fig. 6, p. 60). Experimental
Sky 2 program’s Multifunctional Fuselage Demonstrator (see
comparisons with mechanically fastened joints in double-lap
Learn More, p. 63). “Fuselage brackets are
shear and pull-through tests showed
often bonded, riveted or bolted to current
promise. The process is further
The greatest driver for TPC
thermoset composite fuselage structures,”
explored in 2018 papers by Villegas’ TU
use in aircraft is the ability
Offringa observes. “With ultrasonic welding,
Delft team member Tian Zhao.
you can achieve very good connection with
Kupke reports that DLR ZLP also is
to join components via
brackets, which are often unreinforced
working
on robot-based continuous ultrafusion bonding/welding.
thermoplastic.”
sonic welding. “Spot welding is the current
Ultrasonic welding has been used with
state of the art, but ours is truly continuous,”
plastics for several decades, typically with
he says. “We are optimizing the process on
energy directors at the weld interface. These triangular or rectana roughly 1m-long test bench, performing parametric studies
gular ridges of neat resin, molded into the surfaces to be welded,
using different materials and configurations. Though the welding
increase local heat generation. However, Irene Fernandez Villegas
machine and digital control are designed for a robot manipulator,
at Delft University of Technology (TU Delft, Delft, The Netherwe are still exploring how to refine the head and which velocity
lands) has shown that 0.08-mm thick, unreinforced thermoand energy works best for each material and laminate thickness.
plastic films may be used in their place. “She is working to develop
Our objective is to show you could do very long welding, such as
continuous ultrasonic welding,” says Offringa, and this work is
the joints of a fuselage.”
continuing within Clean Sky 2.
Laser welding
In her 2016 paper, titled “Smart ultrasonic welding of thermoAlthough laser transmission welding was discussed in Yousefplastic composites,” Villegas states that it is possible to scale up the
pour’s 2004 review of TPC welding technologies, it has since
ultrasonic welding process via sequential welding — that is, letting
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FIG. 6

Sequential ultrasonic spot welding

Lab-scale sequential ultrasonic spot welding was used to attach CF/
PEEK hinges and CF/PEKK clips to CF/PEEK C-frames in the Clean Sky
Eco-Design demonstrator. Source | CW / Photo | Ginger Gardiner

CF/PEEK
C-frame

CF/PEKK clip

CF/PEEK
hinge

been advanced significantly by Laser Zentrum Hannover e.V. (LZH,
Hannover, Germany). In this process, laser light is first passed
through a part that is transparent or partially transparent in the near
infrared spectral range (e.g., an unreinforced thermoplastic or glass
fiber TPC). The light is then absorbed by carbon fiber or conductive
additives in a second adjacent part, transforming the laser energy
into heat, which creates the weld between the two materials.
Offringa at GKN Fokker points out that many injection molded
aircraft brackets are laser transparent. He sees great potential for
using laser welding to achieve assembly of these brackets to CFRP
fuselage structures without holes, dust or fasteners. Though both
reinforcement type and laminate thickness affect the weld, LZH has
demonstrated good results with glass fiber and carbon fiber-reinforced PPS and polyetherimide (PEI) laminates in the Laser Transmission Welding of Thermoplastic Composite Structures project
(LaWoCS, 2010-2013), which also included KVE, TenCate Advanced
Composites (Nijverdal, The Netherlands), Unitech Aerospace
(Yeovil, UK) and Element Materials Technology (Hitchin, UK). LZH
has patented this technology and was a 2018 JEC World Innovation
Award finalist in the aerospace applications category for “Modular
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Conduction welding
After industrializing induction welding, GKN Fokker developed
conduction welding (Fig. 7, p.62). “This is a new technology,” says
Offringa. “A kind of hot iron is used to conduct heat through at
least one of the parts to be joined. Like resistance welding, the
process time is independent of weld length — so whether the join
is a half meter or 10m, the process time is the same for both.” This
is because both techniques use electricity to supply heat along
the length within seconds. The TPC orthogrid fuselage panel
displayed at JEC 2014 featured conduction welding. “The frames
were welded in a second step using a robot with a welding endeffector,” says Offringa. “The fuselage panel was curved and the
frames were fairly short. However, this method could work well
for welding 6-10m-long stringers to fuselage skins.”

Inline process control and beyond
A key step in maturing TPC welding for fuselage structures is
the ability to monitor and manage the process in situ. “Right
now, our induction welding process is preconfigured,” says van
Engelen at KVE. “We use thermocouples in the weldline to

COMPOSITE

Thermoplastic Stiffening Panels” where a stamp-formed CFRTP
stiffening grid is laser-welded to a composite skin. Project
partners included German firms Fraunhofer ICT (Pfinztal),
Airbus Operations (Hamburg), ElringKlinger (Dettingen an der
Erms) and KMS Automation (Schramberg), as well as TenCate.
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FIG. 7

Process time independent of weld length

Conduction welding is a new technology being used by GKN Fokker (Hoogeveen, The Netherlands)
that uses a kind of hot iron to supply heat along the weldline in seconds. Like resistance welding,
process time is independent of weld length, making it attractive for joining 6-10m-long TPC stringers
to fuselage skins. Source | GKN Fokker

calibrate the process. But we prefer to measure
the temperature in the weld and feed that back to
manage the power to the coil.”
“Our welding processes are digitally controlled
and all process data is stored,” says Offringa at
GKN Fokker, “but we are moving toward inline
process control, based on real-time temperature measurement.” He believes this is possible
for induction and resistance welding within a
few years, while ultrasonic welding is already
fairly close. Villegas at TU Delft states that in-situ
process monitoring of sequential ultrasonic
welding is possible based on the power and
displacement curves provided by the welding
machine, which make it possible to quickly
define optimum processing parameters.
In addition to process control, KVE is also
working on inline inspection. “If the weld shows
a problem, we just go back and reweld it,” says
van Engelen.
“This is why thermoplastic composites are
so good,” notes Raynal at Composite Integrity.
“Rewelding does not hurt them. We have specific
technology to weld and de-weld with resistance
welding to disassemble by injecting current.”
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His company is also developing inline inspection. “We will have
a thermographic cell just after the induction welding head and
check the weld using live thermography,” says Raynal. Van Tooren
is also pursuing in-situ process monitoring and inspection, but
using fiber-optic sensors, including the ODiSI system from Luna
(Roanoke, VA, US),
which provides more
than 1,000 sensor
Read this article online |
points per meter.
short.compositesworld.com/WeldTPCs
TPRC and van
Read more online about Fokker’s
Tooren each have
production of welded TPC structures |
ongoing projects
short.compositesworld.com/TourFokker
to develop inline
Read about qualification of TPC welding
process control for
in the CW Blog |
blogshort.gardnerweb.com/newTPCweld
induction welding of
large, curved structures and varying
thicknesses, including ply buildups and drop-offs in stringers. Van
Tooren is also developing induction welding under a vacuum bag.
“It becomes like soft tooling for compression of the two surfaces
being welded,” he says, and is currently aimed at potential repair
applications (see Learn More). Van Engelen’s list of KVE future
developments also includes TPC repair, induction welding of
glass fiber TPCs, nonaerospace applications and flux concentrators. “We are developing reflective materials to concentrate the

electromagnetic field at the weldline,” he explains. “You want to
put the energy here instead of at the part’s outer surface. With
these flux concentrators, you direct the energy, similar to how you
direct fiber where you want, using automated placement.”
“We are still developing all of the welding technologies,”
Offringa sums up, “and exploring new ones. Most importantly, we
don’t think there is a single technology with the most promise, but
that each has its place.”
Wijskamp notes that with the recent Clean Sky 2 calls for
proposals, it has become clear that Airbus wants to use welded
TPCs in large airframe structures. “But we have seen this already
in our 19 partners that have joined since 2009,” he adds.
Van Tooren believes that a welded, fastenerless, large component, if not a full fuselage, is within reach. “Preferably, on the
Boeing New Midsize Airplane, but definitely the next aircraft.”

CW senior editor Ginger Gardiner has an engineering/
materials background and more than 20 years of experience
in the composites industry.
ginger@compositesworld.com
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The International 14:
High-tech but still accessible
Naval architect Paul Bieker
and Henderson Boat Co.
team up to give a venerable marine racing class
a more affordable performance/cost combination.
By Donna Dawson / Senior Writer Emeritus

» In the realm of sailboat racing, the International 14 World Assn. (Kent,

UK) calls its I-14 events the choice “for sailors looking for a fast, challenging
boat in which they can develop their own ideas while sailing in the company
of a group of like-minded, open and welcoming competitors.” The I-14
describes both the race and the boat its competitors compete in. The Association’s 20 Rules decree the basic dimensions for this high-performance twoperson, two-trapeze skiff’s hull to be 14 ft long by 6 ft wide (4.3m by 1.83m).
Although I-14 boats are capable of open ocean sailing, they are optimized for
protected waters and do not have accommodations for offshore, overnight
sailing. For racing, they are rigged for the expected wind conditions, usually
a maximum of 20-30 knots.

One size, not one design
Known for top-flight competition outside the controls of “one-design”
classes, the I-14 rules are descriptive, not prescriptive: They do not require
that all boats be built in conformity to a single selected design (see Learn
More, p. 70).
“The I-14 is a unique class — a development class — working on the
upper edge of technology,” says Fred Vance, avid sailor and licensed yacht
and ship broker (Yachtline, Oxnard, CA, US). “Many sailing classes use
64
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FIG. 1 “Fourteens are
forever”
Designers, builders and sailors
devoted to this racing class say once
you’ve tried an International 14, no
other boat will be quite the same.
Here, an I-14 sails with the wind, with
bowsprit extended (left) and (right)
sails into the wind, with bowsprit
retracted.
Source (all photos, unless otherwise noted) |
Bieker Boats and Henderson Boat Co.

High-performance structure at lower cost
carbon composite construction, but they have class restrictions.”
Bieker gave up building the boats himself some 15 years ago and
In preparation for races in this class? “If you can find a better,
realization of his I-14 designs was turned over to Henderson Boat
stronger way to make an I-14,” he maintains, “go for it. You are
Co. (Seattle). But he remained committed to the class. As this
allowed to make the boat different.”
decade dawned, Bieker’s then most recent model, the Bieker5 or
That’s long been a doorway to design exploration for naval
B5, which featured a hull and deck of autoclaved prepreg design,
architect Paul Bieker. Doing business as Bieker Boats LLC in
was fast and popular, but also was much more costly than Bieker’s
Seattle, WA, US, he began designing, building and sailing Interout-of-autoclave option. For his B6 design, Bieker decided to take
national 14 boats 28 years ago. “At first, I was the client all the way
his out-of-autoclave version one step
through to the builder — a pretty useful expefurther and make its hull and deck
rience,” he says. “I quickly learned if you
a high-performance structure built
design something that’s difficult to build,
not only without high-performance
then when you are the builder, you suffer
Unlike many sail racing
processing, but also without aerospaceyour own mistakes and it costs you.”
classes, the I-14 does not
grade materials.
Bieker has designed and built carbon
have weight or materials
Bieker’s final design calls for a handfiber composite I-14s using autoclaved
use restrictions.
built, vacuum bagged wet laminate,
prepreg with a Nomex honeycomb
and specifies standard-modulus, midcore, as well as a less-expensive
grade carbon fiber, now typically sourced
ambient-cured, vacuum-bagged
by Henderson from Toray (Toyko, Japan and
wet laminate with a foam core. “A
Tacoma, WA, US) or Hexcel (Stamford, CT), primarily in 200g
well-built vacuum bag part is about 60-70% of the strength of a
0/90° plain-weave and 300g unidirectional fabric, with knitted
prepreg construction,” he says. But in the I-14 worldwide racing
double-bias cloth for use as additional reinforcement patches
events, where these small skiffs are subject to intense and rapidly
in the layup. The resin is Gougeon Brothers’ (Bay City, MI, US)
changing loads imposed by wind, water and the swiftly moving
Pro-Set 125/229 epoxy laminating resin. Bieker also developed the
crew of two, “the prepreg boats are a little lighter and a little
B6 design to be as close as practically possible to the minimum
stiffer, but both types of boats can be competitive.”
CompositesWorld.com
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1 A
 fter the hull mold is waxed and sprayed with Partall film #10 PVA mold
release (Rexco, Conyers, GA, US) and Awlgrip high-build primer from
AkzoNobel (Houston, TX, US), shown in photo, a layer of 150-g/m2 0°/90°
satin-weave E-glass is laid into the mold as a contact laminate (for contact,
low-pressure molding).

4 T he core is set in place over the cured first skin and vacuum bagged. The
core set consists of perforated plain sheets of 0.375-inch/9.5-mm, 80-kg
crosslinked PVC (shown in photo). It is vacuum bagged with a thin mix of
microballoons (West System 407 low-density filler) and Gougeon 105/205
resin/hardener, both supplied by Gougeon Bros. (Bay City, MI, US).

2 W
 hen the contact laminate is green, two plies of 200g 0°/90° carbon woven
reinforcements (CWR) are wet-out and debulked between plies of plastic
on a laminating table (shown in photo). They are then placed in the mold to
build the first (outside) carbon skin. Additional strips and patches of 200 g/
m2 and 300 g/m2 0°/90° and ±45° CWR and carbon unidirectional reinforcements (CUR) are added to strengthen points of high stress in the center and
at the bow and stern.

5 A
 fter the core set is cured and detailed, the inside carbon skin is wet out and
laid in, as shown. A bleeder layer is added and the part is, again, vacuum
bagged and cured.

3 P eel ply (release fabric), P3 perforated plastic (release film) and bleeder cloth
(to absorb excess resin) are laid over the carbon fiber skin and the part is
vacuum bagged (as shown in photo), tented, and then heated to 90°F/32°C
to encourage resin flow during overnight cure.

6 After cure, carbon-skinned foam frames and bulkhead are taped into the hull.
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7 A
 daggerboard trunk and mast step are installed. (The daggerboard is
a board dropped vertically through the hull to prevent leeway/sideways
movement.)

10 T he bowsprit and hiking racks are installed (shown) plus ancillary lines and
structures.

8 The deck mold is waxed and sprayed, and similar laminating materials and

11 T he boat is tented and heated to approximately 140°F/60°C for at least
eight hours to post-cure the laminating resin. The hull is sanded and the
areas of exposed carbon-epoxy taping used in some of the structural
attachments are faired. On the hull shown here, a layer of Awlgrip 545
finish primer has been sprayed on as well as a linear polyurethane topcoat
(requested by owner).

9 The hull is demolded and PVA is washed off.

12 B locks and cleats, control lines and other hardware are added. Raptor deck
CNC-cut self-adhesive nonskid foam is installed on the deck. Mast and
rigging are installed. Photo shows boats on dock, ready to sail.

process are used to layup the deck. The deck is then bonded over the flanges
on top of the frames with a bonding flange around its perimeter (as shown
in photo).

CompositesWorld.com
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surface area allowable under the I-14
class rules, to reduce both the laminate’s
area and its weight.
The hull and deck are laid up at the
Henderson boatworks into open, female
molds that are built using a generalpurpose polyester resin with fiberglass
chopped strand mat. They are pulled
from plugs made with plywood and
strip planked skins glued over CNC-cut
plywood frames. Hull and deck manufacture proceeds through the steps
defined on pp. 64-65, followed by installation of the mast and rigging.
Bieker thinks the B6 molds would
also work well for resin infusion, but
says he hesitates to infuse something
so light. “The skins are so thin — typically the outside skin is on the order of
400g of material, and significant areas
of the inside skin only about 200 g/m2
— in other words, some 6 oz of cloth,”
he explains, adding that the core set
for reliable resin infusion can be pretty
heavy for such a lightweight layup.

Mast, bowsprit and rack
For the critical mast, bow sprit and rack
tubing, however, the B6 design moves
back up out of the vacuum bag into more
advanced methods and higher-strength
materials. Built to Bieker’s specifications,
the parts are table-rolled from prepreg
by Innovative Composite Engineering
(ICE, White Salmon, WA, US). Known for
its work in aerospace as well as recreation, ICE has specialized in this arena
since 1990. All of its production equipment is designed and built in-house.
“We can table roll tubing up to 26 inches
in diameter and 22 ft in length [660 mm
by 6.7m] at this time,” says ICE president
and CEO Steve Maier.
The B6 mast is a high-modulus
prepreg carbon tube 7.7m long, with
an outside diameter (OD) that tapers
from 74 mm at its root to 42 mm it its
tip. The prepreg features HR40 carbon
fiber, sourced from Mitsubishi Chemical
Carbon Fiber and Composites (Irvine,
CA, US). Of the variety of carbon fibers
that could be used to increase efficiency
in response to changes in the wind,
68
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the “high-modulus HR40 carbon fiber
produces a more rapidly responding mast
and less energy loss as wind gusts blow
through,” Maier contends.
CAD-designed patterns for the mast
are cut using a precision cutting table
from Autometrix (Grass Valley, CA,
US). Pattern accuracy, says Maier, is
critical if what he calls mast flex — that
is, the degree to which it bends under
sailing loads — is to be consistent.
The patterns are then rolled around a
tapering mandrel according to the ply
laminate schedule. Table-rolled first is
a sheet of unidirectional (UD) prepreg
that combines HR40 carbon fiber (640 ksi
tensile strength, 54 msi tensile modulus)
with Mitsubishi’s Newport 301 semitoughened, 250-300°F (121-149°C) cure

Read this article online |
short.compositesworld.com/I14Bieker6
Read online about the Volvo 65, one
example of a “one-design” boat racing
class |
short.compositesworld.com/Volvo65one

epoxy matrix. Areas of point loading are
reinforced with a prepreg plain weave 33
msi carbon fiber in HexPly F515, 250°Fcure epoxy matrix from Hexcel. The
outside of the mast is a Hexcel prepreg of
7781 woven E-glass — the glass selected
for ultraviolet (UV) and damage protection — in HexPly F515 matrix.
As rolling proceeds, each ply is highly
compacted to ensure good consolidation prior to cure. The finished laminate
is then wrapped with shrink tape to apply
high pressure during cure. The amount of
tape and tension applied is controlled to
result in 60-80 psi when heat is applied.
The mast is then oven-cured. Cure
parameters are managed by a Simatic
Programmable Logic Controller from
Siemens (Munich, Germany) but Maier
says the specified time and temperature are considered ICE intellectual
property because “we do not often
follow the manufacturers’ recommendations. ICE makes a large investment
70
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in understanding the cure dynamics of every
matrix we work with, and then we use that
information to develop and optimize cure
profiles for each part we build. The result of
our manufacturing and cure development
is void content constantly below 0.2%,” he
claims. After cure, the tape is removed and
the mandrel is extracted from the tube. The
finished mast is trimmed to length, inspected
and shipped.
ICE makes rolled tubing for the 3.25m-long
bowsprit spar — which extends forward from
the bow. It enables a large spinnaker (forward
sail) to be flown when sailing with the wind;
the spar is retractable into the hull when
sailing into the wind. It tapers from a root
OD of 110 mm to a 53-mm tip. Tubes are also
rolled for the so-called hiking racks in a similar
process to the mast construction. The racks are
foot supports for crewmembers, who are also
supported by lines from the mast made from
2.5-mm braided Dyneema yarn (Fig. 2, at right
and Fig. 4, p. 74). Because stiffness is not as
critical for the racks, Mitsubishi Grafil 34-700

FIG. 2 Out of the autoclave into the winner’s circle!
A Bieker6 won the 2015 I-14 US Nationals, held by Santa Barbara Yacht Club (CA, US). Braided Dyneema
lines (see Fig. 4, p. 72), connected to the mast, support crewmembers Terry Gleeson and Evan Sjostedt
(front), and the hiking rack braces their feet. Shown in extended position, the bowsprit anchors the
spinnaker far forward. Source | Doug Stelck
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Automatic Inspection, Artificial Intelligence And
Laser Projection In Composites Manufacturing
EVENT DESCRIPTION:

aligned-vision.com
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SCOTT BLAKE
President

Automatic inspection and advanced laser projection are essential “next steps” in
composites manufacturing, especially with human operators continuing to play pivotal
roles. These capabilities minimize the impact of human limitations (fatigue, distraction)
while supplementing and supporting human strengths (visual and tactile senses, freedom
of movement).
This webinar presents a commercially available, large-field projection and inspection
technology that already verifies material location, fiber orientation, and FOD absence.
Supported by artificial intelligence (AI), these technologies will not only capture “as-built”
data, but also leverage it to facilitate quality procedures, process improvements, and
“digital thread” traceability.

PARTICIPANTS WILL LEARN:

• How projection/inspection technologies capture and characterize key fabricated features
• How AI leverages automatic inspection data to advance composites manufacturing
• How these technologies achieve part optimization and fully implemented “digital thread”
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FIG. 3 Carbon composite mast/
spreader structure
A carbon fiber composite mast spreader root, which
enables attachment of the spreaders to the mast tube,
awaits installation on a finished dinghy hull/deck structure
in the yard behind the boat construction shop.

carbon fiber, with a lower modulus and tensile strength (34
msi and 700 ksi, respectively), is used in a similar Newport 301
prepreg for these tubes.

Building the standing rigging
The standing rigging lines that also support the mast are
commercial pultruded carbon rods provided by Marske
Aircraft (Marion, OH, US) — one pultruded rod per line
— with end connections created by Henderson Boat Co.,
using braided SK-99 Dyneema (DSM Dyneema, Geleen, The
Netherlands).
Henderson has experimented with various ways to fix terminations on the rods. For this rigging — and what Bieker says
appears to be the best solution so far — one end of a section of
hollow braided Dyneema is joined with the pultruded rod in
the following steps:

Lightning Strike Prepregs

High Performance
Polyamide
Quality System
AS9100D Certified
Strikeguard™ is a conductive epoxy-based lightning strike
system with in- or out-of-autoclave capabilities and can be
cured between 250°F and 350°F.
P.O. Box
1366 Norwich Rd.
Plainfield, CT. 06374
Office: 860.564.7817
Cell: 860.608.4696
Fax: 860.564.1535

dyoung@prepregs.com
Visit Booth P4
www.mgc.co.jp
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• Before the joining, the Dyneema is rinsed with
acetone and the rod is wiped with solvent and
abraded.
• The Dyneema is spliced into a loop at one end.
• In a process known as milking, the other end of the
braided tube is saturated with Gougeon Pro-set
176/276 rubber-toughened epoxy adhesive and
stretched around the pultruded rod until the rod is a
few inches from the loop.
• A high-temperature shrink-wrap tube is pulled over
the braid/rod.
• The part is heated with a heat gun to achieve consolidation and cure of the epoxy.
• A #10 aluminum eye (Harken, Pewaukee, WI, US) is
centered into the loop of the braid for boat attach
hardware (Fig. 4, p. 74).
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Bieker graduated in 1987 from the Naval Architecture department at the University of California Berkeley, which at that time,
he says, included no composites courses in its curriculum: “So,
I learned most of what I know about composites from building
these I-14 boats. And that was a nice way to learn, because one
of the typical flaws I see in composite design today is parts
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Demands of Composite Manufacturing
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As composite manufacturing processes and techniques advance, so must the components
that make them suitable replacements from traditional materials. During this webinar
we will explain the latest products and technologies available that have been developed
specifically to meet the ever demanding and challenging production of composite parts.
This latest generation of resins and adhesives tackle both production and high-end
application performances challenges in equal measure. This combination makes them an
ideal solution for future composites part manufacture.
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•
•
•
•

About resin technology that allows for “high rate” production
How higher “toughness” leads to more durable products
About dissimilar substrate bonding solutions
What multiple “structural” adhesive technologies are available
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FIG. 4 Lightweight rigging
Standing rigging on the Bieker6 consists of a
pultruded carbon rod joined with tubular braided
Dyneema. Photo shows (above) shrink-wrapped
tube over braid/rod before processing and (below)
finished standing rigging line with shrink wrap cured
over braid/rod part and installed eye.

FIG. 5
Table-rolled
prepreg mast
tubing
ICE has specialized
in table rolling of
prepregs since
1990, and can
table roll tubing 26
inches/660 mm in
diameter and 22
ft/6.7m long.
Source | ICE

designed by people who have never built anything in composites. They don’t really
have a sense when they are designing something that it may be difficult to build or
has details that may be difficult to execute.” Further, he points out, “There seems to
be a lot of gap between the way the design looks in the FEA program and the actual
reality of laminating the part and assembling it.”
Officially recognized in 1928, the International 14, says Bieker, is the oldest
international small-boat racing class. “Over the years, the boats have evolved
as the design and building technologies have evolved.” As they’ve become
lighter, faster and more easily maneuverable, what they haven’t become is out
of reach of the mainstream boatbuilding community. “The current boats are
74
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high-performance composites structures that you can actually
still build in your garage,” he insists. Bieker designs for boatbuilders of note who compete in the America’s Cup, and for
Riptide Boats, and numerous other sailboat and powerboat
brands. He also designed the all-carbon fiber B53 catamaran
just entering the construction phase at Gold Coast Yachts (US
Virgin Islands). That said, he hopes to see the I-14 remain as
accessible as it has. “If we end up in a world where the only
composites that we use are the high-temperature-cure prepregs
and autoclaved parts built in specialized shops, then basically it means there won’t be a path for people like me to learn
composites from designing and building boats like this.”
The first B6 was built in 2011 and 15 have been built to date.
Crews sailing them have won three I-14 World Championships,
two Canadian National Championships and two Japanese
National Championships.
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for Real-Time Composite Process Analytics
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Sensor-based manufacturing is one of the key challenges for the automotive industry
on its way to mid- and high-volume CFRP production. The aviation industry also needs
sensor-based data to control and verify the manufacturing process aiming for high quality
composite components. Dielectric analysis is the method of choice to qualify the curing
process of a thermoset or the crystallization of a thermoplastic as well as the flow behavior
of the resin. This webinar will introduce you to the measurement principle of dielectric
analysis and focuses on solutions to reduce cycle times and scrap, and therefore costs in
thermoset based CFRP manufacturing.
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•
•
•
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Principle of Dielectric Analysis
How to integrate Dielectric Analysis into a mold
New developments in DIelectric Analysis
What can Dielectric Analysis tell us about the material behavior
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GRAPHENE GOES
INDUSTRIAL
WITHOUT A BANG
SWNT-based filler prevents
tank explosions without
limiting product performance.

TUBALL graphene nanotubes, a type of single-wall carbon nanotubes
(SWNTs) developed by OCSiAl (Leudelange, Luxembourg and
Columbus, OH, US), can provide ESD protection by dissipating
electrostatic charge inside and outside FRP storage tanks like these,
preventing the possibility of static-related explosions. Source | OCSiAl
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› As owners of industrial chemical facilities know, roughly 10% of accidents

that involve storage tanks are caused by the electrostatic charge generated
when dissimilar materials are in relative motion to each other. Any product
movement when a tank is filled or emptied or while contents are mixed or
agitated — particularly when it involves petroleum-based liquids — can create a
static charge between the liquid and the tank wall. Fiberglass tank walls act as
insulators and can allow static charges to accumulate in the liquid. The “right”
atmospheric conditions, then, can produce the incendiary spark that leads to an
explosion.
To address this well-documented risk, fiberglass tank manufacturers have
historically relied on the use of anti-static fillers in the resin, typically carbon
black or conductive mica, or carbon veils in the tank’s inner wall, combined with
stainless steel grounding wires, to
dissipate static charge. However, the
use of such fillers is problematic. Filler
ratios up to 30% might be necessary,
which makes fiberglass wetout more
difficult and slows the resin cure rate.
Also, for best effect, the carbon filler
must be evenly dispersed throughout
the part to ensure that there are no
electrical discontinuities. Cracking
of the finished laminate surface also
could cause an electrical discontinuity.
OCSiAl (Leudelange, Luxembourg
and Columbus, OH, US) offers a
different approach. The company’s
TUBALL graphene nanotubes, a type
of single-wall carbon nanotubes
(SWNTs), can provide ESD protection
by dissipating electrostatic charge
inside and outside a storage tank. One
OCSiAl partner customer previously
used conductive carbon black at a
loading of 15% but has replaced it
with just 0.5% of TUBALL MATRIX
204, a pre-dispersed graphene
nanotube concentrate. Permanent and
stable volume resistivity of less than 10-6 Ω·cm (ohm-centimeters) has been
achieved, independent of humidity and without the “hot spots” possible with
poorly dispersed fillers. Moreover, the absence of carbon black has enabled the
customer to expand its product’s color range.
Another of OCSiAl’s partners has launched a TUBALL-based epoxy coating
system with an electrostatic dissipation function that is specially designed for
lining storage tanks containing highly flammable substances. This manufacturer
has replaced 30% conductive mica, in an epoxy system, with just 0.3% of
TUBALL MATRIX 201 concentrate. The result is a stable level of volume resistivity
of between 10-6 and 10-7 Ω·cm.
Because the TUBALL SWNTs are efficient at very low dosages, the prospect
of overall cost cuts resulting from such significant reductions in the additive
loading is a benefit to coating providers and tank manufacturers, says OCSiAl. In
addition, the company’s graphene nanotube concentrates, unlike carbon black
filler, reportedly do not have associated powder or dust and, applied in such
small quantities, minimally impact the host resin’s mechanical properties.
CompositesWorld
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TESTING, MEASUREMENT & INSPECTION SYSTEMS

Fully programmable coordinate
measurement machine
Verisurf Software Inc. (Anaheim, CA, US) announced that it will
be presenting its new CMM Master 500, programmable coordinate
measurement machine (CMM) solution at this year’s IMTS show in
Chicago, Sept. 10-15. The CMM Master 500 is an expanded version of
the current CMM Master 300 model, but with nearly four times the
capacity of working volume and combined part and fixture weight. The
complete automated shop floor inspection system combines Verisurf
software with Equator comparative gauges to deliver a fully programmable CMM solution, suitable for the quality lab and shop floor.
The new Verisurf CMM Master 500 is available in standard height
(9.8 inches/25 cm working height) and extended height (15.7
inches/40 cm working height), and supports the same productivity
features as the smaller models, including:
•A
 utomated or manual joystick inspection.
•O
 nline and offline part programming—Programs can be created
offline from CAD or online in “teach” mode using the CMM joystick.
•M
 ultiple part alignment methods.

• F ull simulation and collision detection—Simulate measurement
routines, including probe scanning to help prevent potential CMM
crashes before they occur
• F lexible reporting options—Automatically generate AS9102 First
Article Inspection Report; inspection data can be exported to
other popular presentation formats, including Microsoft Word,
PowerPoint and Adobe 3D PDF Viewer.
•O
 perates on single-phase power with no need for compressed air.
verisurf.com
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SikaAxson US
SHAPING TOMORROW’S WORLD WITH
ADVANCED COMPOSITES
A division of Sika Corp, SikaAxson is the leading supplier of advanced
technologies in the tooling and composites sector.
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PROCESS CONTROL SYSTEMS & SOFTWARE

CNC simulation software updated
CGTech (Hove, England) has announced the latest release of VERICUT
CNC Simulation Software, Version 8.2 reportedly offering new features
that improve simulation visibility, speed workflow and streamline the user
verification process.
According to CGTech, users will find a
modernized user interface. A Right-MouseButton Ribbon puts favorite VERICUT functions
just one click away, and provides convenient
access to external applications. The configurable
Head-Up Display (HUD) improves simulation
monitoring and visibility by showing the NC
program, or machining and cutting status information, overlaid on top of VERICUT’s graphical
views. HUD provides constant access to important details about the machining process, while
keeping simulation views as large as possible
for optimal viewing. NC Program Alert symbols
and colors highlight errors and warnings found in NC programs, making it
easier to identify problem sources.
Force ‑ a physics-based NC program optimization module that analyzes
and optimizes cutting conditions to achieve ideal chip thicknesses, while
managing the cutting forces and spindle power required ‑ has also gotten

some updates. VERICUT 8.2 adds Force Turning to optimize lathe turning,
and mill-turn operations, when combined with Force Milling. Force
Turning is said to allow users to create NC programs for optimal cutting
of inside/outside diameters, shoulders, as well as in corners and tight
spaces ‑ without the worry of encountering excessive cutting forces or
high spindle power demands.
According to CGTech, VERICUT 8.2 adds more
realism to additive simulation, and detects many
common error conditions programmers face
when creating parts additively. Additive material
can be applied “as programmed” via the
additive path, or projected to the part surface
for a more “natural” deposition behavior. With
projection, material build rates vary based on
changes in bead overlap, acute corner motions,
and starting/stopping at the same location ‑ all
of which can cause unpredictable material buildup. Users can verify that laser focal distance
stays within the tolerance range required for
proper cladding, and that excessive material “overhang” conditions do
not exist, which can lead to improper adherence. Warnings are given for
non-conforming additive conditions to help programmers determine
when additive strategies are likely to fail, or when it may be beneficial to
make a milling cut. cgtech.com
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MOLDMAKING MATERIALS & EQUIPMENT

Filament winding system targets
small-series and manual production

Epoxy adhesive for dissimilar substrates

Roth Composite Machinery (Steffenberg, Germany) announced on
Aug. 2 the launch of its new Type 1-ECO filament winding machine
for manual production cells in the field of filament winding
technology.
According to Roth, the
newly developed Type
1-ECO is a cost-efficient
model for small series as
well as manual production
processes. The machine
is designed for applications comprising a low product
complexity or for the entry into the field of
filament winding.
The Type 1-ECO machine features a modular concept of up
to four seperately driven spindles. A maximum of four winding
axes and two length variants (4,000 mm and 10,000 mm) are
configurable.
According to Bernd Fischer, sales director for Roth, “Due to its
unique flexibility, our customers have the possibility to extend the
machine cost-efficiently and can adapt it to increasing demands.
The machine grows with new production requirements and
individual tasks.” roth-composite-machinery.com/de
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Master Bond (Hackensack, NJ, US) in June launched a new epoxy
system, EP30LTE-2, developed for joining dissimilar substrates
exposed to thermally or mechanically induced stresses. According
to Master Bond, it can be used for
sealing, coating and encapsulating,
especially for small to medium-sized
castings where a low coefficient of
thermal expansion (CTE) is required.
EP30LTE-2 is said to be a highly
dimensionally stable epoxy system
with low linear and volumetric
shrinkage upon curing. The
compressive strength of the cured
material is 24,000-26,000 psi and its CTE is 10-13 × 10-6/in/in/°C. It is
a reliable electrical insulator featuring volume resistivity of more than
1015 ohm-cm. EP30LTE-2 meets NASA low-outgassing specifications
and features a combination of physical properties that make it viable
for applications in aerospace, optical, electronic and specialty OEM
industries where these requirements are critical.
EP30LTE-2 is a two-part epoxy that obtains optimal properties
when cured overnight at room temperature followed by a heat cure for
2-4 hours at 150-200°F. The system offers moderate flow characteristics with a mixed viscosity that ranges from 70,000 to 100,000 cps.
masterbond.com
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METER/MIX/DISPENSE
EQUIPMENT & ACCESSORIES

Automated cartridge
dispensing system for
sealants
Nordson Corp. (Wixom, MI, US), a
supplier of precision technologies
for ambient-temperature material
dispensing, has launched a new, automated cartridge dispensing system as an addition to its
product line of aerospace manufacturing and assembly
solutions from its Nordson Sealant Equipment brand.
The robot-mounted product, named JetStream, allows for the application of pre-mixed sealant materials during assembly operations, such
as wing spar, panel, fuselage or aircraft door sealing, and is applied
to processes that include A-dimension covering, fastener doming or
generation of small beads for joint sealing.
Designed specifically for sealant dispensing applications in
aerospace manufacturing, the robot-mounted JetStream system
features an articulating cartridge holder that opens to load and unload
pre-mixed cartridges.
According to Nordson, the system reduces processing time,
improves material deposition accuracy and reduces material costs by
automating a previously manual process and making it consistent and
repeatable. nordson.com
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FOCUS ON DESIGN

Heatshield for
Extreme Entry
Environment Technology
(HEEET): A broader mission
3D woven fabric enables scalable, tailorable heatshield
that cuts cost, boosts performance for future spacecraft.
By Ginger Gardiner / Senior Editor

» The heatshields that protect spacecraft structure and payload

from the intense heat of entry into a planet’s atmosphere are
critical components and, historically, have been uniquely developed, at great cost, for each mission. That’s something the Heatshield for Extreme Entry Environment Technology (HEEET)
team at NASA is seeking to change. It has developed a family of
constituent thermal protection system (TPS) materials that can be
used on multiple spacecraft intended for multiple destinations,
reducing the design time and cost per shield and mission. HEEET
also aims to reduce heatshield weight, cutting mass by up to 50%,
with a corresponding reduction in G loads (gravity forces) on the
spacecraft.
The key to HEEET’s performance is a dual-layer, carbon fiber
and phenolic fabric. Dual-layer TPS systems have been proposed
before, with layers bonded, says Don Ellerby, research scientist
at NASA Ames Research Center (Mountain View, CA, US). “But
the challenge they faced was what to bond them with that will
survive the high temperatures during entry. The HEEET system
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Standardizing thermal protection for
higher performance
HEEET (top left) seeks to replace bespoke heatshields with a standardized
system that can be adapted to protect many spacecraft — for missions to Venus,
Mars (top right), Saturn and more — from extreme temperatures as they enter a
planet’s atmosphere. Using a two-layered, 3D woven carbon fiber/phenolic fabric
(bottom right), it also lowers mass and improves performance.
Source (clockwise)| NASA Ames / NASA/JPL-Caltech/Univ. of Arizona / Bally Ribbon Mills

gets around this by integrally weaving and interlocking the two
layers.” Ethiraj Venkatapathy, NASA Ames’ principal technologist
for Entry Systems and team leader for Advanced TPS development,
notes that the advantages of using 3D woven fabrics in composite
structures was well known. “Applying them in thermal protection
systems was new,” he says.
“We wanted a materials technology that can meet the requirements of many different missions,” he adds. That meant it must
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Dual-layer, 3D woven carbon fiber
and phenolic fiber fabric

Higherdensity
recession
layer

1M-DIAMETER
ENGINEERING TEST UNIT

Lower-density
recession layer

Spacecraft
structure
Phenolic resin-infused
composite tile

HEEET Woven Thermal Protection System Heatshield

›D ual-layer, 3D design's generally lower › 3D woven fabric mechanically interlocks the two
density reaps a weight reduction of
40-50% vs. the legacy carbon fiber/
phenolic system from the 1990s.

layers, providing higher interlaminar strength and
temperature resistance vs. an adhesive bonding.

› Standard system is tailorable for small to large

(1-3m) space probes and provides robust performance in steep and shallow entry conditions, enabling
wider spacecraft application and mission flexibility.
Illustration / Karl Reque

enable a range of entry conditions, what NASA terms “a larger
entry corridor.” Legacy carbon fiber-reinforced phenolic at high
density performs well at steep, quick entries that generate high
heat flux, but some missions require a shallow approach, flying
longer at higher altitude to reduce the G loads on sensitive instruments. “HEEET offers this robust performance and can be adapted
to enable scientific probe missions to Venus, Saturn, Uranus,
Neptune and sample return missions from Mars, asteroids,
comets, Europa and Enceladus,” says Venkatapathy. "It’s not just a
one-shot development. It’s a broader technology.”

Evolving TPS to a 3D woven system
HEEET began with efforts to find new TPS materials in the early
2000s. “With the Galileo probe to Jupiter in 1995-1996, we used a
2D carbon fiber fabric system impregnated with phenolic resin,”
recalls Venkatapathy. It was capable, but the source material was
no longer available. Therefore, a search began for alternative
materials.

Around this time, the Adaptive Deployable Entry system ProjecT
(ADEPT) — which used carbon fiber (CF) fabric in a deployable,
umbrella-type heatshield — required a vendor to manufacture and
support the development. Bally Ribbon Mills (BRM, Bally, PA, US)
responded to a NASA request for information. “We started working
with BRM for ADEPT and this led, eventually, to exploring a new
way of making rigid and flexible TPS,” says Venkatapathy. The next
project, “3D Multifunctional Ablative TPS (3D-MAT) for Orion
Compression Pad,” began in 2012. “We chose quartz fiber because
it has low thermal conductivity and is a resilient fiber, not as brittle
as carbon,” he explains. NASA and BRM worked to produce a 3D
woven fabric that was infused with resin to form the compression
pads now flying on the Orion spacecraft (see Learn More p. 86).
From there, the objective shifted to a heatshield system design
that could be tailored and applied across many missions. For that,
notes Venkatapathy, “carbon fiber is good at handling heat flux,
but it is highly conductive, and we needed a system that was insulative as well.
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Cutting, tiling and bonding
3D woven fabric is cut, molded into tiles (above) using resin infusion and then
bonded to the spacecraft with film adhesive (right). Source | NASA Ames

Two-layer, 3D-weave
“We decided to differentiate the top layer from the bottom layer,”
Venkatapathy explains. “The top layer, exposed to high heat flux,
would be pure carbon fiber and very dense.” It would re-radiate
heat and act as an ablative layer, burning away in a controlled
manner, carrying heat away from the spacecraft, while leaving
char to provide insulation. The bottom layer would be less dense
and mix CF with lower-density phenolic yarn to act as an additional insulating layer. “We looked at various weaves as well as
types of carbon fiber and other yarns,” he adds. Six-inch samples
were tested over two years for aerothermal performance, using
an arc jet (hot plasma) wind tunnel that mimics spacecraft-entry
conditions.
AS4 carbon fiber (Hexcel, Stamford, CT, US) was chosen due to
its wide availability. For the CF/phenolic hybrid, a commingled
yarn was produced by carding and stretch-breaking the two fiber
types, then blending the filaments. “The phenolic pyrolizes and
goes away so that only char is left, basically the same as carbon
fiber,” Ellerby explains.
The selected weave
was a 0°/90° fabric,
interconnected layerRead this article online |
to-layer, says Curt
short.compositesworld.com/HEEETFOD
Wilkinson, program
Read more online about NASA’s
manager for NASA
3D-MAT program |
woven TPS at BRM.
short.compositesworld.com/NASA3DMAT
“The char we achieve
is similar to the older
style of carbon fiber/phenolic material, even though the density
of our system is 40-50% less,” says Venkatapathy. “This is what
the 3D weave achieves — strength from layer to layer [interlaminar strength].”
The weave pattern wasn’t difficult, says Wilkinson, but
achieving the density NASA required was daunting. The number
of yarn ends that might typically be introduced into a loom for
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an entire fabric — 1,400 — was the count per inch for the HEEET
fabric. And NASA wanted a 24-inch width. “We had to design and
build a new loom," says Wilkinson.

Resin-infused tiles and gap-fillers
The next steps involved fine-tuning the woven fabric’s layers and
designing the composite parts. The two were interdependent.
Because the issues confronted in designing the fabric layers
require an understanding of the heatshield construction, the latter
is described first.
Shield geometry is fairly standard — a flat top (nose) and
curved sections comprising a 45° cone. However, shield size can
vary with that of the spacecraft, determined by mission scope
and distance. Today, that can range from the 1m-diameter Saturn
probe to a probable 3m Venus lander. “This drove a tiled design
for the heatshield construction, which had to be scalable,” says
Ellerby. The team used the Saturn probe as the design basis for an
engineering test unit (ETU), completed in February 2018 and now
in final testing and post-test analysis.
The ETU comprises 22 cone sections, each a composite tile
made by infusing cut and formed 3D woven fabric with phenolic
resin. However, Ellerby explains, “the composite is not completely
filled with resin, because we don’t need a fully dense, resininfused material. That’s just extra weight.” Developed by the
HEEET team, the resin infusion process was transferred to Fiber
Materials Inc. (FMI, Biddeford, ME, US), which has decades of
experience building NASA heatshields, and fabricated the ETU
components. “One of our objectives was to transfer the HEEET
manufacturing processes into industry to establish the industrial
base for future missions,” Ellerby explains.
Completed tiles were then bonded to the spacecraft structure,
but there remained the issue of joining the tile edges. If hot gases
can penetrate tile joints, the heatshield will disintegrate. “What
you put between those tiles became the biggest challenge for both
structural and aerothermal requirements,” Ellerby confirms.
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Secondary bonding to secure joints
After oven cure, joints between the tiles are routed (right), resin infused gap
fillers (left) are placed into these grooves and bonded with film adhesive during a
second cure cycle. Source | NASA Ames

“The material we use to fill the gaps is essentially the same as
for the tiles and woven on the same loom,” says Venkatapathy.
When FMI cut the BRM fabric into 22 tiles, it also cut 30-plus gap
fillers. However, the gap fillers received an extra step to make
them more compliant. All parts were then machined and sent to
NASA for assembly.
Tiles were placed and bonded to the underlying spacecraft
structure using Solvay Composite Materials’ (Alpharetta, GA, US)
high-temperature (resistant to 500°F/260°C) HT 424 film adhesive.
The assembly was taped to hold the parts in place, then vacuumbagged and oven-cured. “We install the tiles oversize and then
route out channels at the edges into which we place the gap fillers,
using a nitrile phenolic film adhesive,” Ellerby describes. The
bonded gap fillers also were taped in place, vacuum bagged and
oven-cured.
HEEET’s final dual-layer design was driven by two key
constraints. The first was to maintain the temperature at the TPSstructure bondline below the film adhesive’s 500°F maximum.
“We had an added constraint where we didn’t want to expose the
insulation layer during entry,” Ellerby explains. “In other words,
we didn’t want the outer layer to recede all the way through. These
two constraints drove the sizing of the ablative vs. insulating layer.”
For the ETU, final thicknesses were as follows: recession layer, 1.5
cm; insulating layer, 3.8 cm.

each mission and spacecraft, accounting for factors, such as the
atmosphere of the planet we are entering, vehicle shape and
entry speed.”
“Having one system, which can be tailored, drives down qualification and certification costs,” says Venkatapathy. Another cost
savings is in testing. “In the baseline design, the insulation layer
is never exposed, thus, it didn’t need to be tested alone,” Venkatapathy explains. “It added another design constraint that was a
bit more difficult to model, but the testing was simpler, almost
halving the number of tests required.”
Venkatapathy concedes there are limits to HEEET tailorability.
“Right now, we are only varying thickness of the two layers. Our
computer models don’t currently allow changing the fabric layer
densities.” But Ellerby points out that there are so many parameters that potential combinations are almost infinite. “We screened
a lot of weaves and densities and chose a combination that
addressed the higher priority missions. While there are certainly
missions that could benefit from increased tailorability, we had
project milestones and a limited budget.” He says the computational material science tools to vary all of the parameters simultaneously are still in development. “Ultimately, our vision is to have
this complete tailorability,” says Venkatapathy.

Fine-tuning layers for future performance
Although HEEET’s interlocked layers improve aerothermal
performance, they were challenging to model. But, Ellerby says,
“We have developed both structural and aerothermal models
of the system, providing the tools future missions will need to
design with. We can determine the thickness of the layers for
CompositesWorld.com

CW senior editor Ginger Gardiner has an engineering/
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in the composites industry.
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CAMX – the Composites and Advanced Materials Expo, is –
■ the one source for products, solutions, networking and advanced
industry thinking.
■ the largest global marketplace in North America.
■ a conference program with over 300 technical and business
sessions.
■ the gateway to expand your reach into untapped markets and
applications.
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Multiscale Model
Development & Simulation

Optimization and
Structural Analysis

Ply-based Composites
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Your Partner in Composites Design and Analysis
Altair HyperWorks offers a comprehensive suite of simulation and analysis tools that can help you
efficiently design composite structures, convert metal parts to composites, optimize for performance
and weight reduction, and intuitively explore and evaluate different configurations.
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Learn more at altair.com/composites
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